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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document sets out to give a preliminary overview of the main stakeholders related to
the Electricity supply chain, in Europe in general, and in each of the PARENT project pilot
cities in particular. Therefore, the goal of this document is to provide A) practical overview
of the supply chain, B) an overview of who the key stakeholder types are or could be, and
C) a list of particular stakeholders in Amsterdam, Barcelona, Bergen, Brussels and at EU
level.
This process included addressing all potential players in the whole supply chain, from
regulators, electricity producer, interest groups, to city representatives and of course the
electricity end users.
When gathering an overview of stakeholder types, the harmonised electricity market role
model, developed by the European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity (ENTSO-E), was used as a starting point. Additionally through desktop research
and through consulting the networks accessible to the PARENT team a final list of 19 key
stakeholder types were identified (table1).
Narrowing the information to a city level, each partner collected a list of key stakeholders
within each city and at EU level. The information on each stakeholder includes practical
information (e.g. name and contact information), stakeholder characteristics (e.g. where in
the supply chain they fit) and relevance to the PARENT project (e.g potential collaboration
or role of stakeholder).
The current stakeholder map comprises a list of almost 200 entries from the four cities and
European level stakeholders. Each city has its own specificities and by acknowledging and
mapping these differences/overlaps, the project is better prepared for the next steps. This
is something that will be kept in mind when planning the pilots and living labs in order to
ensure usability and usefulness of the VEA in each city.
Since this document is being delivered at the beginning of the project, and due to its
practical nature, section 5: The stakeholder map will be a living document that will continue
to grow and evolve throughout the project lifespan. In this document the stakeholder map
contains limited information. The annexed Excel sheet provides fuller content information.
In compliance with privacy rules or at actors’ specific requests, personal data is at times
removed from official documents and kept only on local drives of relevant partner
organisations.
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1 Introduction
Logically a mapping of the stakeholders is one of the first tasks of the PARENT
project. This is an exercise in identifying who is relevant to the PARENT project in a
broad sense relating to energy production and consumption. Looking at all key
players in the whole supply chain, from regulators, electricity producers, interest
groups, to city representatives and of course the electricity end users.
The goal of this deliverable is primarily to prepare for all of the future deliverables,
in particular T1.2 Stakeholder needs mapping, and for identifying potential
partners/participants in WP 6 Pilots and WP7 Living labs. WP4 will also benefit from
this deliverable, as the strategies for stakeholder engagement will be developed
with the stakeholders identified here in mind.
This deliverable is led by the VUB, with significant contributions from ENR, SVT,
BPL, and UU. Additionally, city/community partners were sought out for advise on
local stakeholder groups in each city. The deliverable represents the initial scanning
and mapping of stakeholder groups. The list of individual stakeholders will continue
to evolve and grow throughout the project lifetime as the PARENT team engages
with additional players, new groups and projects.

2 Methodology
The first step in identifying stakeholders was to identify the key stakeholder types
along the whole supply chain of electricity production and consumption. For this,
the harmonised electricity market role model, developed by the European Network
of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), was used as a starting
point. It assisted in identifying players, and with its designation of a single name for
each role and domain that are prevalent within the electricity sector, we were able
to ensure consistency between the PARENT project participating cities.
The VUB additionally scanned literature and additional Internet sources and
networks related to electricity production and consumption in Europe and
consulted with experts in the field. A preliminary list of 16 stakeholder types were
identified. Upon circulating these amongst partners, adjustments were made, and a
final list of 19 stakeholder types were defined. These 19 currently serve as the
PARENT project base list of stakeholder types with the addition of the 20th category:
‘other’. These are further explained in section 3.
The second step included the identification of the type of information to be
collected on each stakeholder. In order to create a meaningful list of stakeholders,
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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that could be further consulted for all the future deliverables, we decided to gather
relatively thorough information on each stakeholder, to the degree that this
information was readily available.
The categories created were roughly grouped into three types of information:
practical information, stakeholder characteristics and relevance to the PARENT
project.
The final output was an extensive excel sheet with the different fields to be filled in
on the stakeholders:
• Practical information includes: Organisation name, individual contact Name,
Contact title, City, email, phone, website and other relevant information
• Stakeholder Characteristics includes: Stakeholder Type, Organisation Role
and Relationship to other stakeholders (place in supply chain),
• Relevance to Project includes information on: General relevance to Parent,
general position of stakeholder (likely attitude towards the project and
collaboration), potential influence of stakeholder on the project and potential
influence of the project on stakeholder,
In addition to collecting the relevant information on the main stakeholders, a set of
more general questions were posed for each partner to explore in their respective
city. The questions aimed at getting an overview of the electricity market and its key
actors, the smart metering market and the local networks and environment. A
question on foreseen limitations was also posed. Since these general questions
were set up at the beginning of the project, they provide more of a first look rather
than a comprehensive analysis. With other deliverables in WP1 (D1.4: ‘Smart grid
roll-out and access to the metering data: state of the art’ in particular) WP3 and
WP4, these questions will receive fuller and more in depth answers.
Issues addressed in general city overview:
1. An overview of the electricity supply chain in a participant city as relevant to
PARENT
2. The key actors in the supply chain and their role (including government
agencies and companies, their role and functions)
3. Smart meters currently available to users (including who supplies them:
government/energy providers/private companies, how common they are on
the market, who can buy them and main functions)
4. The collaboration established with the communes/city authorities where
pilots & living labs will be organised (actors, type of relationship, their
potential involvement)
5. Foreseen limitations in accessing the supply chain for the PARENT project
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Once these three parts had been identified in each city: stakeholder types, type of
information to be collected on them, and general overview on city specific supply
chains and actors, each participating partner then collected the relevant information
for their city. Since there are some important European actors as well, who do have
a significant role in local electricity markets, we collected stakeholder information at
a European level as well. Contacts and stakeholders were collected from partners’
current list of contacts, via internet/news media/desktop research and by identifying
interesting stakeholders through participation in relevant conferences and events.1

3 Identification of Stakeholder groups

Based on the actor types developed by the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), with additions from each participating
country’s additional actors, and more downstream actors, we identified 19 different
stakeholder groups and created one field for ‘other’.
Table 3-1 Stakeholder Group Types
Stakeholder types

1

National government agency

2

Regional government agency

3

Local government agency

4

Communes/mayors

5

National/Regional Regulatory
Authority (NRA)

6

National Data Protection
Authority

7

Transmission System Operators
(TSO) (Grid operator)

1

e.g. ministries and national institutions involved in
the sector
e.g. Nordic Energy research under
Nordic council of Ministers,
European Commission, or Flemish
Regional institutions
e.g. municipalities
If specifically local actors, such as town mayors
(some overlap with above)
Those responsible for implementing regulations
(this can be same as 1, government bodies, but
also more specific institutions such as the Belgian
Commission for Electricity and Gas Regulation CREG
Authorities and institutions dealing with data
protection on national or European level.
“a natural or legal person responsible for
operating, ensuring the maintenance of and, if
necessary, developing the transmission system in

Events including the EUSEW 2016 (EU Sustainable Energy Week)
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Distribution System Operator
(DSO)/ Distribution Network
Operator (DNO)

9

Electricity Producer

10

Electricity Supplier

11

Aggregators /energy service
company

12

Smart meter producer or retailer

13

Energy management system
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a given area and, where applicable, its
interconnections with other systems, and for
ensuring the long-term ability of the system to
meet reasonable demands for the transmission of
electricity” (art 2, sec4)2
“a natural or legal person responsible for
operating, ensuring the maintenance of and, if
necessary, developing the distribution system in a
given area and, where applicable, its
interconnections with other systems and for
ensuring the long-term ability of the system to
meet reasonable demands for the distribution of
electricity” (Art 2, sec 6)3
Or ‘Electricity generators’, are the first players in
the chain, generating power either in ‘traditional’
ways or in units using renewable energy. Current
‘created’ by these generators is then injected into
the (high-voltage) transmission system or directly
into (medium or low-voltage) distribution systems
before being delivered to the end user4
Can be the same as an electricity producer, but
not always. Suppliers are retailers of electricity
selling to the user
A company that offers a range of energy services
and energy solutions including implementing
energy-efficiency projects, energy savings,
retrofitting, generation and infrastructure
outsourcing “What characterises these
companies, defined as Energy Service Companies
(ESCOs) from the traditional energy consultants or
equipment suppliers is the fact that they can also
finance or arrange financing for the operation and
their remuneration is directly tied to the energy
savings achieve”5
Private or public entity that makes and (or sells
smart meters or sub meters
Private or public entity that develops and/or sells

2

Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common
rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC (Text with EEA relevance)
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex%3A32009L0072
3
idem
4
Elia Belgium http://www.elia.be/en/about-elia/electricity-market-players
5
http://iet.jrc.ec.europa.eu/energyefficiency/esco
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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software retailer/developer

14

15
16

Civil society group /
Neighbourhood or Citizen
group
System user (households,
prosumers)
Other end users (e.g.
Companies, SMEs or schools)

17

Relevant project (R&D/H2020/
EU)

18

Knowledge / research
institutions

19

Balance Responsible Party

20

Other (who)
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energy management systems such as online
energy consumption information systems
NGOs or CSOs who aim at energy/electricity
efficiency, citizen empowerment, engagement in
local activities or could otherwise be relevant to
PARENT (e.g. group to reach out for finding
participants in pilots)
Those households that could potentially
participate in the project
Larger institutions that could be interested in
participating
Other European, regional, national or even local
projects that in some ways may overlap with the
PARENT project, that the PARENT project could
learn from or collaborate with
Universities, organisations involved in research
projects, other organisations that could provide
knowledge to the project
(Or Access Responsible Parties) “A party that has a
contract proving financial security and identifying
balance responsibility with the Imbalance
Settlement Responsible of the Market Balance
Area entitling the party to operate in the market.
This is the only role allowing a party to nominate
energy on a wholesale level.” 6

The above table covers all relevant stakeholders to the electricity market, including
service companies, civil society, local actors and end users. It looks at the whole
supply chain. When adding stakeholders to the stakeholder map, not all
stakeholder types were identified for each city. Thus the list takes a broader
perspective that later became narrowed down to location relevant stakeholders in
the actual mapping exercise. In the case of a location specific stakeholder not
otherwise identified in the stakeholder type grouping, an option for “other” was
available.

6

https://emr.entsoe.eu/glossary/bin/view/CustomizationsCode/Term?termID=a2a895cc-4c5e-4459-985527adf665f7d2
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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4 CITY OVERVIEW
4.1 BERGEN
4.1.1 The electricity supply chain
Norway has centralised distribution (through a centralised grid), but de-centralised
(i.e. "liberalised") production. Consumers within the city of Bergen (or any other
Norwegian city or village) may buy electricity from any of the approximately 182
power companies operating within Norway (much of which passes through the
Nordic power market Nord Pool Spot). The Norwegian supply chain is characterised
by a high number of small utilities (a rough estimate: 418 overall for Norway, most
of which are hydroelectric. In 2016, 32 hydroelectric utilities are owned by BKK, the
main power company for the Bergen/Western Norway region. The biggest actor
within Norway as a whole is Statnett, owner of the central grid (the grid has 3 levels
of distribution, and Statnett owns the "top" level, which has a high degree of
automation), and Statkraft, owner of (estimate) 76 utilities.
The landscape of Norwegian power production and distribution is complex due to a
number of reasons, chief among which are:
1) a (very) high number of small hydro-electric utilities,
2) high degrees of public ownership, with the majority of utilities being
owned by local municipalities,
3) liberalisation and restructuring of the sector in the late 1990s/early 2000s
following the 2003 Energy Directive (2003/54/EF), following which
production had to be separated from distribution.
As for production it is estimated that ownership resides with municipalities (52%),
the state (36%), and private actors (12%).
The energy sector can be roughly divided into producers (174), grid
operators/DSOs (159) and energy traders (approx. 284). Whereas this points
towards great diversity, many of the companies are integrated and many smaller
companies are owned by larger regional companies, such as the BKK of the Bergen
area. Ownership is also often overlapping, so that many of the big actors will own
shares in other companies.
To take the case of Bergen, the main power company BKK is owned by Statkraft
(the main state company; 49,9 %), Bergen Municipality 37,8 % and 16 smaller
municipalities (12,3%). A part of BKK (BKK Nett) is also the grid operator for the
Bergen regional and local area, requiring a division of the company into a power
company and a grid operator company. The national regulator has stated that it is a
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goal to have a clear separation between these two different roles as electricity
producer and grid operator in such integrated companies.
The main electricity trader in the Bergen area is Fjordkraft, owned by BKK (48, 85%),
Skagerak Energi (48%) and Statkraft (3,15%).
Finally, we mention the occurrence of a number of new actors that have emerged in
and around the introduction of smart grids and meters: there is a Norwegian
SmartGrid Centre, associated with a number of pilot projects. For the Bergen area,
the Flexnet Project seems to be especially relevant. Bergen has about 5 prosumers.
4.1.2 Key actors in the supply chain and their role
The main national regulator is The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy
Directorate (NVE), which is a sub-department of the Ministry of Oil and Energy. In
case of disagreements between grid operators (DSOs) and consumers, the NVE is
also the main mediating institution. They are also the main responsible party for the
national coordination of the introduction of smart meters and grids in Norway, and
have lead the work on deciding on shared national regulatory requirements for the
smart meter functionality as well as setting a deadline for the smart meter rollout.
Norwegian households should have smart meters by January 1, 2019 (the first
deadline was 2017, but this was postponed). In addition to this national level
regulator, other relevant actors operate at the level of counties (Bergen is in
Hordaland county) and municipalities. Other relevant national authorities include
the Norwegian Data Protection Authorities and the Ministry of Local Government
and Modernisation. Locally in Bergen the department of energy and climate, and
for urban development are relevant. The current electricity meters are read
manually and reported to the grid operator (BKK), or they are automatically read
(meters installed in certain areas and after 2008 (not necessarily smart meters, but at
least digital meters). The stated purpose of the automatic readings is mainly billing.
4.1.3 Smart meters currently available to users
In Norway, smart meters have mainly been rolled out in pilot areas. There are two
main providers that have been the preferred alternative so far, both are private
companies: The Finish company Aidon RF and the Danish company Kamstrup. The
meters are bought by the DSOs/grid operators, and then rolled out to consumers.
The consumers do not choose their own smart meter. It is not a regulatory
requirement nationally to roll out any kind of display to consumers, so such smart
meter solutions for home energy management or for saving electricity must be
bought separately by the consumer. Since consumers generally do not have smart
meters yet, it is not clear who the actors in this third-party market will be. In one
pilot project in the region of Fredrikstad/Hvaler the local electricity producer has
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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developed a home energy management solution, with a visual display. This is being
rolled out these days, so it has not been tested yet. This is a pilot area with about
100 prosumers (out of 5000 inhabitants in Hvaler municipality), so the home energy
management system, which can be connected to the smart meter, includes an
overview of energy production at the household level.
4.1.4 Potential limitations in accessing the supply chain for the PARENT project
A key limitation is that smart meters have not been rolled out yet in Bergen. We are
in dialogue with the local electricity company and DSO/grid operator BKK. It will be
an advantage for the PARENT project that they roll out smart meters to at least one
specific area before we get to the stage of the project where we start working on
establishing a living lab. The grid operator BKK Nett have said that they will start
rolling out smart meters in September, but this has been delayed before (and might
be delayed again it seems). We will keep a continuous dialogue, to hopefully get a
good collaboration with them. They seem to be interested in the PARENT project.
We already have established contact with most of the actors in the supply chain,
due to previous smart meter projects.

4.2 Brussels
4.2.1 The electricity supply chain
Figure 4-1 Information on the electricity market

From: Energy Policies of IEA Countries: Belgium -2016 Review
https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Bel
gium_2016_Review.pdf

The Belgian Electricity market is a Privatised market, regulated federally and
regionally.
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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The electricity and gas market was fully liberalized in Flanders in June 2003, and
throughout Belgium (Wallonia, Flanders and Brussels) in January 2007.7 The third
EU Directive (2009/72/EU) was transposed at the federal level into the Act of 8
January 2012 amending the Act of 29 April 1999 on the organisation of the
electricity market. This law increased the powers of the national regulator and the
competence of regional authorities, strengthened consumer protection and
introduced new unbundling rules in the sector.
“For distribution activities, a legal and functional separation (unbundling) from generation
and supply activities is required by law. For transmission activities, a full ownership
unbundling from generation and supply activities is required by law. Elia, the transmission
system operator (TSO), and the regional distribution system operators (DSOs) are legally
fully unbundled from supply and generation companies since 2007.”8

The Belgian network connects with the Netherlands France and Luxembourg and
trades with these countries, generally as a net importer, but this varies somewhat in
actual figures.9
Three main ministries are involved in the electricity sector: The Directorate-General
for Energy, under FPS Economy, SMEs, Self-employed and Energy, The Ministry of
Public Health, Food Chain Safety and Environment and the Ministry of Mobility. In
the Brussels-Capital region, the IBGE/BIM (Institut Bruxellois de Gestion de
l’Environnement/Brussels Instituut voor Milieubeheer) is responsible for all
environmental and energy matters, including electricity regulation.10
Producers/generators produce or import electricity and gas and supply to the
market. Elia, Belgium’s only TSO manages and maintains the gas and power lines
(power lines or high-pressure gas pipelines) that lead to the distribution of the
energy. The distribution network operators (DSOs) manage and maintain the local
electricity and gas lines that bring power to the consumer. Suppliers buy energy
from producers and sell them to customers. The customer can freely choose their
electricity and gas supplier through a simplified system that allows easy switching.
The regulators supervise and monitor the application of the laws and regulations.

7
8

http://www.mijnenergie.be/vrije-markt-energie-elektriciteit-aardgas-belgie-

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Belgium_2
016_Review.pdf
9
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_countryreports_belgium.pdf
10

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Belgium_2
016_Review.pdf
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Figure 4-2 Overview of the Belgian electricity supply chain

From European energy Market Reform Country profile: Belgium. Deloitte:
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Energy-andResources/gx-er-market-reform-belgium.pdf

4.2.2 Key actors in the supply chain and their role
Electricity generators: Electricity generators create the power either in ‘traditional’
ways or in units using renewable/sustainable energy sources.11
The three largest firms include Electrabel (66% of generating capacity in Belgium in
2014), EDF Luminus and E.ON. They had a market share of 89% in 2013. 12 Other
electricity generators include: Aspiravi, Axpo Benelux SA, Belpower, Biopower
Oostende n.v., BIOSTOOM Oostende, C-Power, Elicio NV, Eneco België BV, Enel
France S.A.S, Eni gas & power, Enovos Luxembourg S.A., EOLY N.V., Essent,
Fortech, Gas Natural Europe, Gassco Belgium, Laborelec, OCTA+ Energie,
Parkwind, Prima LNG, T-Power, Total Gas & Power Belgium, Vlaams EnergieBedrijf
and Wingas Benelux.13
Power exchanges: Power exchanges are platforms for market players to
anonymously negotiate purchases and sales of electricity. This, provides an open
11
12
13

http://www.elia.be/en/about-elia/electricity-market-players
FEBEG (Belgian Federation of Electricity and Gas Enterprises) https://www.febeg.be/leden
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market, organises competition and ensures a transparent reference price.14 Belpex is
a short term, physical power exchange on the Belgian hub, a part of APX Holding
B.V., which is owned by EPEX SPOT SE.15
Transmission system operators (TSOs): TSOs are responsible for reliably and
efficiently running high and very-high voltage transmission systems. Elia is Belgium’s
only TSO.16 Elia has been listed on the stock exchange since 2005. The main
shareholder is the municipal holding company Publi-T (45%), 2.5% is owned by
Publipart, and rest is on the Brussels stock exchange Belpex.17
Elia is also responsible for balancing the market within its control area. It relies on
the access responsible parties (ARPs) or Balance Responsible Party for this. These
may be an electricity producer, a major consumer, an electricity supplier or a
trader.18
Distribution system operators (DSOs): DSOs run medium to low-voltage distribution
systems. DSOs transmit electricity for regional distribution of electricity to
customers.19
In Belgium there are 8 DSOs: ORES, Tecteo (Resa), Régie de Wavre, AIESH and
AIEG in Wallonia, Sibelga in the Brussels-Capital Region20 and Eandis and Infrax in
Flanders. Sibelga owns all electricity meters and is in charge of their data collection
and storage.
Regulators: Belgium has one federal regulator, the Commission for Electricity and
Gas Regulation CREG, and three regional regulators: the Walloon Energy
Commission (CWaPE) in Wallonia; Brussels Gas and Electricity (BRUGEL) in the
Brussels-Capital Region; the Flemish Electricity and Gas Regulator (VREG) in
Flanders.
CREG’s independence from the Ministry was increased by the provisions of the law
of January 2012 and the decision of the Constitutional Court of 7th August 2013.
14

http://www.elia.be/en/about-elia/electricity-market-players
https://www.belpex.be & https://www.belpex.be/members/list-of-participants/
16
http://www.elia.be/en/about-elia/electricity-market-players
17
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_iem_communication_annex2.pdf &
https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Belgium_2
016_Review.pdf
18
Each ARP is individually responsible for the quarter-hourly balance of off takes and injections in its portfolio
or balancing perimeter http://www.elia.be/en/products-and-services/balance/imbalance-tariffs
19
http://www.elia.be/en/about-elia/electricity-market-players
20
Sibelga invests about EUR 70 million per year for the extension, renovation and replacement of networks. In
the Brussels-Capital region, distribution tariffs are used also to finance the performance of public service
obligations; these include the supply of energy to protected customers at a social tariff, the installation or
removal of power limiters, the construction, maintenance and supply of energy for municipal public lighting,
the prevention of hazards relating to internal gas installations, and the supply of energy for fairs and festivities.
15
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The regulator has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to application, determination
and exemption of tariffs. Since mid 2014, the regional regulators have been given
competence for setting distribution tariffs.
Additionally, municipalities have a legal monopoly on electricity and gas
distribution. Most Belgian municipalities have transferred the distribution of
electricity to inter-municipal companies called “inter-municipalities”, that receive
income-regulated tariffs. 21
Energy suppliers household to customers: There are 20 electricity suppliers in
Belgium: Belpower, EDF Luminus, Engie Electrabel, Energie 2030, Lampiris, Mega,
Octa+, Poweo, Essent.be, Eneco, Eni, Elegant, Ebem, Ecopower, Wase wind, Watz,
Trevion, Energy people, Comfort energy and Aspiravi22

4.2.3 Smart meters currently available to users
Belgium decided, under current conditions, not to proceed until 2020 with the
wide-scale roll-out of smart meters. Wallonia, Flanders and Brussels have been in
charge of their region-specific cost-benefit analysis (CBA) for the smart metering
rollout and in none of the cases were the results positive.23
Individual DSOs have conducted pilot projects and do have some smart meters or
communication meters installed. For example, the Flemish DSOs ran a pilot
programme where they installed 42.000 smart meters (electricity and gas). In the
Brussels-Capital region, Sibelga is planning a pilot project deploying smart meters.
“The goal is to validate the chosen technology and test the business model. Sibelga
plans to install 5.000 smart electricity meters in 2017 and, possibly 6.000 more in
2018.”24
There are several private energy service companies (ESCOs) in Belgium that provide
sub metering solutions as a part of their overall services, such as Smappee (meter
and system), which provides real-time overview of the electricity consumption in a

21

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Belgium_2
016_Review.pdf
22
http://www.energyprice.be/suppliers-electricity-and-gas
23
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2014_countryreports_belgium.pdf
24

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/Energy_Policies_of_IEA_Countries_Belgium_2
016_Review.pdf
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home. It measures the current by means of one or more current clamps. The clamp
is attached to the insulated cable.25
4.2.4 Potential limitations in accessing the supply chain for the PARENT project
If Sibelga has no smart meters installed in the communes where the pilots will be
held, the Brussels pilots will need to rely on sub-metering solutions. Ownership of
data might also become an issue, as currently the DSOs have sole access to
electricity data. Again, sub-metering may solve this issue. Further bottlenecks and
opportunities will be identified in the next steps of the project analysis.

4.3 Amsterdam
4.3.1 The electricity supply chain
The Dutch electricity and gas market is competitive, with sixty-four suppliers,
twenty-eight balance responsible parties (BRPs), two TSOs, eight DSOs, thirteen
metering companies, and eight big generators.
The main relevant actors to PARENT are:
• The DSOs (since they have the responsibility to implement the smart
metering system) such as Liander and The Association of Grid Operators
(Netbeheer NL)
• The Central Data Hub (EDSN) and the ODAs (Independent Service Providers)
will play a key role in providing data access to third parties.
• The prosumers themselves.
4.3.2 Key actors in the supply chain and their role
The metering activity in the Netherlands is regulated. The rollout is governed by the
Dutch Electricity Act and the Gas Act (2015). The DSO has the responsibility to
implement the smart metering systems and the financing is through network tariffs.
Other relevant national and local authorities include the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Gemeente Amsterdam (Municipality of Amsterdam), and Amsterdam Smart
City. The Association of Grid Operators (Netbeheer NL) and National Data
Protection Authority (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens) are also important actors. The
current electricity meters are read automatically with the possibility to refuse the
25

http://www.smappee.com/be_en/energy-monitor?l=en_BE
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smart meter or to opt using one. The data is managed by the central data hub
Energie Data Services Nederland (EDSN), which is an essential actor in the supply
chain.
Net metering in the Netherlands is considered as a major driving force for the
growth of solar power installations in the residential sector. Therefore, solar panel
producing and installation companies in the Netherlands might also be considered
as an important player in the project during the pilot.
4.3.3 Smart meters currently available to users
The metering activity is regulated, and the DSO has the responsibility to implement
the smart metering systems. Currently 1.5 million households have smart meters.
The expected diffusion rate of smart metering in the Netherland by 2020 is 100%,
which accounts for 7.6 million smart electricity and gas meters. The roll-out in the
Netherlands is governed by the Dutch Electricity Act and the Gas Act and the
financing is through network tariffs. The roll-out period started in 2012 until 2020
and the deployment strategy is mandatory with the possibility to opt-out.
Consumers can access their consumption data via the DSO web portal, with quarter
hourly readings available one day after consumption. Consumption data is stored
locally in households and consumers can purchase additional hardware to access
real time metering data.
Suppliers can also ask for the data in order to provide processed metering data
through apps and other channels to their consumers.
Third parties can access the smart metering data via the central data hub with the
consent of the consumers.
4.3.4 Potential limitations in accessing the supply chain for the PARENT project
The smart meters are deployed in Amsterdam and in theory third parties can access
smart metering data via the central data hub. The practical challenges and
limitations will be clearer when the pilot in Amsterdam starts.

4.4 Barcelona
4.4.1 The electricity supply chain
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The Spanish electricity market was liberalised in 1997 (Law 54/1997). This started
the activity of separation (generation, transmission, distribution and supply).
Differentiating a natural monopoly of the transmission and distribution, and the
development of a free market competence on the energy production and supply.
Furthermore, the transposition of the European Directive 2009/72 includes rules on
the separation of energy supply and generation from the operation of transmission
networks (unbundling), the independence of national energy regulator (National
Commission of the Markets and Competence (CNMC).26
The current Spanish electricity supply chain activities that remain regulated are the
Transmission, System Operation and Distribution. The Transmission System
Operator (TSO) in Spain is Red Eléctrica de España (REE).27 There are five main
Distribution System Operators (DSOs); these are Endesa Distribución, Iberdrola
Distribución, Gas Natural Fenosa Distribución, E.ON Distribución and EDP
Distribución.
The Iberian Electricity Market (MIBEL)28 is the electricity wholesale market where
producers and retails, sell and buy energy. There are bilateral markets (parties
negotiate directly) and organized markets. The two most known organized markets
are the OMIE29 and OMIP.30

Figure 4-3 Overview of the Spanish electricity supply chain

26

https://www.cnmc.es/
http://ree.es/es/
28
http://www.mibel.com/
29
http://www.omie.es/inicio
30
http://www.omip.pt/
27
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Adapted from: http://www.energiaysociedad.es/ficha/4-1-el-proceso-de-liberalizacion-y-separacionde-actividades-reguladas

4.4.2 Key actors in the supply chain and their role
Electricity generators: The main electricity producers in Spain are Endesa
Generación (30%), Iberdrola Generación (25%), Gas Natural Fenosa Generación
(15%), E.ON Genración (5%) and EDP Generación (6%) and others (19%).31
Transmission system operators: Red Eléctrica de España (REE)32 is the only operator
of the Spanish electricity system (TSO). It is the owner of and manages the totality of
the Spanish electricity transmission network of high-voltage, but does not perform
distribution of electricity (low voltage). Its mission is to ensure the proper
functioning of the electricity supply system. The main shareholder is the public
entity SEPI (Sociedad Estatal de Participaciones Industriales) with 20% of the stocks.
The rest, or 80%, is free-float.33
Distribution System Operators (DSOs): In Spain, there are 5 large DSOs and more
than 300 small distributors with less than 100,000 customers, who develop their
activity in the areas where they been implemented.34 The 5 largest DSO are Endesa
Distribución, Iberdrola Distribución, Gas Natural Fenosa Distribución, E.ON
Distribución and EDP Distribución (former HC); which are distributed in the Spanish
territory as the following figure shows:
31

http://www.unesa.es/
http://ree.es/es/
33
http://www.ree.es/es/accionistas-e-inversores/la-accion/accionariado
34
https://www.cnmc.es/Portals/0/Ficheros/Energia/Operadores/comercializadoras/COMERC_ENERGIA_ELECT
RICA/20160704_Listado%20Distribuidores.pdf
32
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Figure 4-4 Spanish 5 main DSOs

From Source: http://www.energiaysociedad.es/ficha/4-3-distribucion

Regulators: The National Commission of the Markets and Competence (CNMC) is a
public entity, independent from the government, responsible to guarantee the
correct functioning of the markets; among these there is the energy market. Among
its function is the supervision and control of all economic sectors, in addition to
assuming independent regulatory functions provided by the European Directives.

Energy suppliers: There are two types of electricity retailers:
- Free market suppliers: more than 200 electricity suppliers in Spain since
the liberalization of the market. Both large and small retailers can be
found here, to mention some among the small ones, Holaluz,
SomEnergia, offer 100% green energy.
- Retailers of reference are the only ones able to offer the “Voluntary price
for the Small consumer - PVPC”, this is regulated by the government, and
it is the maximum price that the suppliers can charge to the consumer.
Can be offered only by the large utilities Endesa, Iberdrola, Gas Natural,
EDP and E.ON.

4.4.3 Smart meters currently available to users
Spain decided to proceed with a large-scale smart meter roll-out without
conducting a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and even without a detailed analysis of its
impact on their customers.35 The 5 main DSOs in Spain are the responsible of the
35

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014SC0189&from=EN
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deployment of 27 million smart meters. It is expected that this process will be
completed by 2018. By august 2016, around 16 million smart meters have already
been installed. The roll-out period started in 2013 and is planned to continue until
2018.
Consumers can access their consumption data via the DSO web portal, with hourly
readings available with a delay that currently ranges from one day to one month,
depending on the DSO. However, not all the smart meters installed are fully
operational yet and there is an on-going negotiation to unify the delay so that users
can access to their hourly data to accomplish the EU directives regarding the
consumer rights.
“Endesa Distribución” is the DSO responsible for the smart meter installation in
Catalonia and therefore in the city of Barcelona. Throughout Spain, “Endesa
Distribución” is expected to finish smart meter installation in all households (11,6
million) by the end of 2017. In February 2016 it reached 7 million of devices
installed.
Another of the three largest DSOs “Iberdrola Distribución” has committed to install
around 10,4 million smart meters by 2018. By mid-2015 Iberdrola had already
installed 40% of their total. Finally, “Gas Natural Fenosa Distribución” aims to
install almost 4 million by 2018. By mid-2015, approximately 35% of the devices had
already been installed.
Regarding the sub-metering devices, companies such as Wattio, Circutor, Mirubee;
offer solutions (hardware and software) that provide real-time overview of users’
electricity consumption.
4.4.4 Potential limitations in accessing the supply chain for the PARENT project
In theory third parties can access smart metering data will the consent of the
consumer. The limitation is that the process to access the smart meter data is still
not established and therefore not known yet. It is questionable whether the DSO
“Endesa Distribución” will facilitate this access to the smart meter data.
On the positive side, Enerbyte’s collaboration with the Barcelona municipality has
established around 400 sub metering devices in Barcelona that are already up and
running.
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5 Stakeholder map and relevance per city
5.1 Bergen
(An excerpt, excluding fields: email, phone, city, and other information. Full maps can be found in excel sheets document
annexed)
Type

Organisation
name

See
Table
1

1

1. &
5.

3.

Norwegian
Water
Resources &
Energy
Directorate NVE, Norges
vassdrags- og
energidirektorat

Ministry of Oil
and Petroleum
Bergen
Municipality
(climate

Organisation
Role &type
what does
the
organisation
do, and
ownership
type

Regulatory
authority for
the energy
sector.

Public
Ministry
Local
government.

Relationships

contact
Name

Contact title

Relevance to
PARENT

General
position

where in the supply
chain / where in
governance of / what
connection to other
actors)

for
interviews,
and
corresponde
nce

(position
within
organisation)

advise/pilot /living
lab
participant/collabora
tor/ up scaling/
commercial …

willingness
or interest (enthusiasti
c, sceptic,
neutral)

Under the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy,
but deals with most
operational decisions.
Making overall energy
policy and energyrelated decisions. A new
energy policy white
paper just came out,
first one in 13 years.
Makes policy decisions
on a city-level, has a
"green strategy".

Private
information
withheld
2 contacts

General advise
(regulatory
questions)

Neutral

Private
information
withheld
2 contacts
Private
information
withheld

General advise
(policy)
General advise,
living lab
collaborator, long-

Leader for
the climate
department

Influenc
e OF
player

Influenc
e ON
player

link

Low/
medium
/high

Low/
medium
/high

url to
organisation
or private
website of
stakeholder

Low

Low

www.nve.no

Neutral

Low

Low

Enthusiastic

Medium

Medium
/ high

www.oed.de
p.no
https://www.
bergen.kom
mune.no/om
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department

6.

7.

The Norwegian
Data Protection
Authority

Statnett

8.

Bergen
Kommunale
Kraftselskap
Nett - BKK Net

9. &
10.

Bergen
Kommunale
Kraftselskap
Energi Nett BKK Net

& staff in
department.

Data
Protection
Authority,
public

Transmission
System
Operator

Local
network
company
(DSO) in
Bergen
Energy
producer
(Energy
production is
markedbased)

Negotiates privacy
decisions for smart
meter data in Norway
with Energy Norway (the
industry sector) and
other governmental
actors
National grid operator
(manages the "top"
level of the grid (which
has three levels,
national, regional and
local)
DSO, publicly owned by
17 municipalities and
Statnett (TSO). The
largest owner is Statnett
(TSO) and the second
largest is Bergen
Municipality, the rest
own less than 3%

Energy production
company (integrated
with BKK Net)

term collaborator

kommunen/a
vdelinger/kli
maseksjonen

General advise
(privacy, data
protection and
storage), living lab
collaborator, longterm collaborator

Enthusiastic

Expert in
R&D on
smart grids
in the TSO

General advise

Neutral/
sceptic

Private
information
withheld
3 contacts

Experts in
smart
meters/grids
and in
management

General advise,
pilot/living lab
collaborator, longterm collaboration

Positive

Per Erik
Nordbø

Or another
contact

Could potentially be
a competitor?

Don't know

Private
information
withheld
2 contacts

Private
information
withheld

Experts in
smart meters
& privacy
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Medium
/ high

Medium
/ high

www.datatils
ynet.no

Low

Low

www.statnett
.no

Medium
/high

Low/
medium

www.bkk.no
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9. &
10.

Fredrikstad
Energy/Smart
Energy
Fredrikstad

Energy
production
company,
mainly
customers in
the region
around
Fredrikstad

9/21/16

Energy producer who
has had many smart grid
pilots and demos (R&D),
and now offer a
communication platform
for smart meters and
solar panels (integrated)

Have
contacts, but
would need
to confirm
sharing
contact info
with the
consortium

The manager
of Smart
Energy
Fredrikstad +
employee
working with
prosumers
(solar panels)

advisor &
collaborator, already
advisor for a research
project : Flexnett on
grid flexibility in
Bergen. Could also
be competitor- have
a communication
platform for smart
meters for sale
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14.

Bærekraftige liv

Citizen
initiative in
an area
called
Landås and
an area
called Minde
in Bergen.

14.

Solenergiforeni
ngen i Bergen

Citizen
organization.

15.

Prosumers in
the Bergen area
(companies)

Both private
companies
(building
sector)

15.

15.

Prosumers in
the Bergen area
(citizens)
Prosumers in
the area of
Fredrikstad
/Hvaler /Oslo
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Bærekraftige liv på
Landås/Minde is
working in different
areas to promote a
more sustainable and
environmentally friendly
lifestyle

Interest organization for
prosumers with solar
panels and companies
who has expertise on
solar panels
2 companies in Bergen
(1 building a building
with solar panels, the
other one renting such a
building).

Private
households

5 prosumers who are
on the private
household level

Private
households

Prosumers - about 25
contacts.

Private
information
withheld

Private
information
withheld

one of the
people
leading and
organizing
this initiative.

General advise, pilot
participant, living lab
participant/collabora
tor.

president
and vicepresident of
the
organization
in Bergen

General advise, pilot
participant, living lab
participant/collabora
tor.

Private
information
withheld
Private
information
withheld

Private
information
withheld

General advise
General advise, pilot
participant, living lab
participant/collabora
tor.
General advise (have
experience with the
use of smart meters
and with solar
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Enthusiastic
Enthusiastic
, if it
involves
participatio
n
empowerm
ent and the
use of solar
panels…
Enthusiastic
(if related
to solar
panels)
Enthusiastic
(if related
to solar
panels)

Medium
/high

Medium
/high

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

www.barekra
ftigeliv.no

www.solener
giforeningen.
no
www.sweco.
no &
www.gcriebe
reiendom.no
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panels, so much
could be learned
from the experience
in that area.)

16.

Varden school
in Bergen

School

17.

Flexnett project

Project on
flexibility in
the grid in
Bergen.

20.

Energy Norway
(national
industry
organization for
the energy
sector)

National
industry
organization
(DSOs)

Prosumer - contact with
the company were
project planners for the
solar panels.

R& D
Association of 280
companies, about 50/50
energy production
companies and network
(both for the energy
industry and the
network companies
(DSOs)

Private
information
withheld

General advise

Enthusiastic

Low

Low

Private
information
withheld

leaders of
the project &
the local
partner BKK
Net.

Collaborator

Positive

Medium

Medium

Private
information
withheld

One contact
working with
smart grids.

General advise
(policy, industry
perspective)

Neutral or
positive
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Low

www.energin
orge.no
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5.2 Brussels
Stake
holder
Type Organisation name

Organisation Role
&type

what does the
organisation do,
and ownership
type

See
Tabl
e1

1.

FOD Volksgezondheid,
Veiligheid van de
Voedselketen en
Leefmilieu / SPF Santé
publique, Sécurité de la
Chaîne alimentaire et
Environnement

1.

FOD Economie, KMO,
Middenstand en Energie
/ SPF Economie, PME,
Classes moyennes et
Energie

Relationships
where in the
supply chain /
where in
governance of /
what connection
to other actors)

Individual
contact
Name

for
interviews,
and
correspond
ence

Contact title

(position within
organisation)

Relevance to
General
PARENT
position
advise/pilot
/living lab
willingness
participant/collab or interest orator/ up
(enthusiasti
scaling/
c, sceptic,
commercial …
neutral)

national
government agency
Marie
responsible for a.o.
Christine
environment
national authority Marghem

Federal minister of
energy,
environment and
sustainable
advise and
development
dissemination

national
government agency
Marie
responsible for a.o.
Christine
energy
national authority Marghem

Federal minister of
energy,
environment and
sustainable
advise and
development
dissemination
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neutral

neutral

Influence Influence
OF
ON
Player
Player
link

Low/
mediu
m/ high

low

low

Low/
mediu
m/ high

url to
organisation or
private website
of stakeholder

low

http://www.belgi
um.be/nl/leefmili
eu

low

http://www.belgi
um.be/nl/leefmili
eu/duurzaam_co
nsumeren/energi
ebronnen/energi
ebeleid
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2.

Initiative
supported by the
Brussel Energie
Brussels regional
Brussels govt.
Agentschap / Agence
authority - Brussels agency
Bruxelloise de l'Energie "stadswinkel /
responsible for
(ABEA)
centre urbain"
env. and energy TBC

2.

Flemish regional
government agency
responsible for
Departement Leefmilieu, environment and
Flemish regional
Natuur en Energie (LNE) energy
authority

2.

Wallonian regional
DG Agriculture,
government agency
Ressources naturelles et responsible for
Wallonian regional Carlo Di
Environnement
environment
authority
Antonio

Bart
Tommelein

Wallonian regional
government agency
responsible for a.o. Wallonian regional
energy
authority
Paul Furlan

2.

DG Aménagement du
territoire, Logement,
Patrimoine et Energie

2.

Initiative of the
Brussels regional
Energiehuis / Maison de government agency Brussels regional
l'Energie
responsible for
authority

TBC

Vice PM of the
Flemish
government &
minister of budget,
finance and energy
Wallonian minister
of environment,
territorial affairs,
mobility, transport
& animal wellbeing

advise, pilot,
dissemination

enthusiastic

advise and
dissemination

neutral

http://be.brussel
s/over-hetgewest/gewestel
ijkeinstellingen/brus
selsenergieagentsch
medium medium ap-abea
http://www.vlaan
deren.be/nl/natu
ur-en-milieu &
http://www.vlaan
deren.be/nl/bou
wen-wonen-enlow
low
energie

advise and
dissemination

neutral

low

Wallonian minister
of local
competences, city,
housing, energy
and sport
advise and
infrastructures
dissemination

advise, pilot,
dissemination
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low

http://environne
ment.wallonie.be

low

http://energie.w
allonie.be/fr/inde
x.html?IDC=601
8

neutral

low

enthusiastic

http://www.mais
onenergiehuis.b
medium medium e/nl
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environment and
energy

2.

3.

Brussels regional
government agency
Leefmilieu Brussel /
responsible for
Bruxelles Environnement environment and
Brussels regional
(BIM/IBGE)
energy
authority
Local authority,
department
responsible for
Commune de Forest
energy
local authority
Local authority,
department
responsible for
Brussels region,
citizen participation local authority

3.

Commune de Forest

3.

Local authority,
department
Commune de Watermael responsible for
Boitsfort
energy

5.

Brussels minister of
housing, quality of
life, environment
advise, pilot and
and energy
dissemination

http://www.leef
milieu.brussels/t
medium medium hemas/energie

Céline
Fremault
Maité Bodart
& JeanClaude
Englebert
assistant/ echevin

pilot, stakeholder
engagement

written a
letter or
intent

Charles
Spapens & Echevin
Anaïs Destrée /coordination

stakeholder
engagement

socioeconomic
development high

pilot, stakeholder
engagement

written a
letter or
intent

Manon Viérin
& Benoit
contact point /
Thielemans echevin

local authority
granting advise to
the government
on the
BRUGEL the
organization and
Brussels regulator functioning of the
for the electricity
regional energy /
Brussels Gas Electricity - and gas market. It's supervising and
Pascal
Brugel
a public institution monitoring
Misselyn

coordinator

enthusiastic

Advise, information
on regulations
neutral
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http://www.fores
t.irisnet.be
high

high

low

http://www.fores
t.irisnet.be/

high

high

http://www.wate
rmaelboitsfort.be

Low

high

http://www.brug
el.be/
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implementation of
ordinances and
decisions

5.

Commission for
Electricity and Gas
Regulation - CREG

5.

Commission Wallonne
pour l'Energie - CWApE

5.
6.

Vlaamse
Reguleringsinstantie
voor de Elektriciteits- en
Gasmarkt - VREG
Commission for the
Protection of Privacy/
Commission de la
protection de la vie
privée/Commissie voor
de bescherming van de
persoonlijke levenssfeer

to ensure
transparency &
The CREG is the
competitiveness
federal regulator of fits into the overall http://www.cr
the electricity and energy policy , to eg.info/pdf/F
gas market in
defend the vital
aq/personeel.
Belgium .
consumer interest pdf
The CWApE is the
Wallonian regulator
of the electricity
and gas market in
Stéphanie
Belgium .
Grevesse
Centre d'appels
The Flemish
regulator for the
electricity and gas
market. It's a public
institution
TBC
It is the Belgian
A national
link for
none
Supervisory
independent
notification
Authority for the
authority
procedure:
protection of
established under https://www.
privacy. It ensures the auspices of the privacycommi
that the right to
Belgian House of ssion.be/fr/de
privacy is respected Representatives. claration.
when personal data

General information neutral

medium low

General information low relevance low

low

General information
Registration of
PARENT in the
notifications
register project has
legal obligation to
notify the
proceeding

low
unclear
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low relevance low
neutral (as
high
nature of this
body
requires)

http://www.creg.
be/

http://www.cwap
e.be/

http://www.vreg.
be/nl
https://www.priv
acycommission.b
e/fr
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are processed

6.

Commission for the
Protection of Privacy/
Commission de la
protection de la vie
privée/Commissie voor
de bescherming van de
persoonlijke levenssfeer

It is the Belgian
Supervisory
Authority for the
protection of
privacy. It ensures
that the right to
privacy is respected
when personal data
are processed.

7.

Elia

Belgium’s only Grid
operator, TSO

7.

Elia

as above

A national
Valérie
independent
Verbruggen
authority
established under
the auspices of the
Belgian House of
Representatives.

as above

Legal Counsel

Legal advise

Neutral

Frank
Chief Officer
Vandenbergh Customers, Market advise, pilot, setting
e
& System
limitations,
not sure
Chief Information
Pierre
Officer / Chief
Loverius, & Communications
Olivier Feix, Officer
as above
as above
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low

unclear

high

low

https://www.priv
acycommission.b
e/fr

http://www.elia.b
e/

as above as above as above
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8.

8.

8.

8.

Sibelga

Sibelga

9/21/16

The distribution
Sibelga is the only system operator
DSO for electricity also validates the
and natural gas in meter readings
the 19 communes and passes them
of the Brussels
on to the
Philippe
Capital Region.
suppliers.
MASSART

as above

Sibelga

as above

Directeur
Communication
& Relations avec les
communes
Major stakeholder, Unclear

Pierre Baijot Administrateurs
& Stéphane (smart metering
Godfrind
experts)

High

Low

www.sibelga.be

as above

as above

as above as above as above

Rachid
BARGHOUTI Forest &
Guillebert DE Watermael-Boitsfort
FAUCONVAL Administrateurs
as above

as above

as above as above as above

Neutral

Low

as above
as above
Eandis is one of two
electricity
Within Belgium,
distributors in
Flanders is furthest
Flanders (Infrax is advanced in smart
E2E Manager
Eandis
the other).
meter rollout.
Davy Michiels Slimme Meters
staff of 2,300
people serving
197 communes in
Wallonia ensuring energy
supplies for
ORES is a public
approximately 1.4
ORES scrl (Opérateur de utility company.
million homes and Marc Van
Pilot Project
réseaux d’énergies)
DSO for Wallonia businesses
Eeckhout
Manager

General
advise/living lab
participating

conducted
metering project in
Wallonia 2011 could provide
information
unclear
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Low

http://www.eand
is.be/en

lowhttp://www.ores.
medium medium net/
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9. &
10.

Belpower

9. / 10. EDF Luminus
9. / 10. EDF Luminus

9. / 10. Electrabel

private companyBELPOWER is both
a supplier of green
electricity & a
developer,
distributor and
integrator of solarpower installations.
company sells
electricity, natural
gas and energy
services to
approximately 1.8
million private and
corporate clients,
as above
private - ENGIE is a
Largest electricity
company in
Belgium employs
154,950 people
worldwide and
achieved revenues
of €69.9 billion in
2015.

9/21/16

setting up of a
subsidiary in 2009
and registering an
independent legal
entity, BELPOWER
INTERNATIONAL,
with REIBEL
retaining 99,99% Pierre
ownership
Lefkaros

producers and
suppliers. The
company has
approximately
1,500 employees. Peter Billiau
Grégoire
as above
Dallemagne

Large player,
producer and
supplier, operator
of electricity
production
facilities, and
distributor
TBC

General Manager

could be
relevant if we
work with
advise, commercial, clients of the
contacts
company
medium low

www.belpower.b
e

Chief Information
Officer

could be
relevant if we
work with
advise, commercial, clients of the
contacts
company
medium low

www.luminus.be

CEO

as above

as above

advise, pilot
commmercial,
contacts, support

could be
relevant if we
work with
clients of the
company
medium low
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www.electrabel.
be
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9. /10.
/ 11.
/20.
Ecopower cvba
9. /10.
/ 11.
/20.
Ecopower cvba

9/21/16

Ecopower is one of
the largest
Cooperative and
REScoops in
information
Europe Ecopower sharing.
uses various
Ecopower invests
renewable energy in renewable
sources.
energy and also
Membership grew supplies electricity
from 47 members to its expatriates.
in 1999 to 43.000 in Distributes only i Dirk
2012
Flanders
Vansintjan

10.

Elegant

as above
as above
Energie 2030
Agence wants to
bring forward
renewable energies suppliers and
in a sustainable way producers of
-more citizen
green energy in
oriented and
Belgium, also a
responsible
cooperative
supplies energy to Suppliers,
individuals and
renewable party.
SMEs in Flanders. Only in Flanders

10.

Elegant

as above

as above

Mega

Belgian energy
supplier of natural

small suppliers
servicing Belgium, TBC

9. /10.
/ 11.
/20.
Energie 2030

10.

if we work
with
collaboration,
prosumers,
upscaling within
then high
their client group
interest in
(of super aware
collaboration.
consumers/prosum Otherwise,
ers) advise, pilot
neutral
medium low

Jim Williame

as above

Stijn Lenaerts Founder and CEO

Eliane Nix
Maarten De
Cuyper

General
management

as above

as above as above as above

small
company with
green
ambitions,
advise, pilot
could be very
commmercial,
interested
contacts
collaboration low
relevant if we
advise, commercial, work with
contacts
clients
low
as above

as above

advise, contacts,
pilot

relevant if we
work with
low
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http://www.ecop
ower.be/

low

www.energie203
0.be

low

www.elegant.be

as above as above as above
low

www.mega.be
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gas /green
electricity.

10.

10.

10.

online based.

clients

Octa+

OCTA + is now the
only supplier in
Belgium both fuel ,
heating oil,
large player,
Xavier Rigo
electricity and
mainly petrol, non en Jef Van de
natural gas
green
Weghe

Poweo

Electricity and gas
supplier - sub
company of direct
energy that is
based in France

Lampiris

Works with more
than 1,000
independent
producers. Green
energy

Belgian ESCO
Association
11.

9/21/16

Belesco

Xavier
Caïtucoli
suppliers, buying
from Belgian
renewable
producers.

CEO (France)

Unclear

low

low

low

www.octaplus.be

unclear

low

low

low

www.poweo.be

Bruno
advise, pilot
Vanderschuer
commmercial,
en
founder/co-founder contacts, support

Group’s
stakeholders of
the Belgian energy
services, energy
performance
contracting (EPC)
& energy supply
contracting (ESC)
sector & areas like
Third Party
Financing (TPF) & TBC

pilot, advise, long
term?
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could be
relevant if we
work with
lowclients
medium medium www.lampiris.be

neutral

lowmedium low

http://www.beles
co.be/
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measurement and
verification (M&V).

Cenergie

an independent
consulting and
engineering
ESCO, consultancy company

JAN
LECOMPTE

11.

Energy Invest

Private company
ESCO, Consultancy ESCO services

JEANFRANÇOIS
MARCHAND Co-CEO

11.

Factor 4 efficient in
energy

11.

WattElse

11.

11.

Wikipower

General Manager

Private company
ESCO, Consultancy ESCO services
SVEN WUYTS Managing Partner
ESCO, Consultancy Belgian
project
consultancy
management, R&I company
TBC
Private company
in Wallonieorganizing group
purchases of
Aggregator
electricity
TBC

pilot, advise, long
term?

neutral

lowmedium low

pilot, advise, long
term?

neutral

lowmedium low

http://www.cene
rgie.be/
http://www.beles
co.be/members/i
tem/39energinvest

pilot, advise, long
term?

neutral

low

low

http://factor4.eu/

pilot, advise, long
term?

neutral

low

low

http://www.watt
else.be/

promotion,
networking, citizen
connection
neutral,

low

low

http://wikipower.
be/
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11.

12.
/13.

12.
/13.

13./
11.

3E

Smappee

Landis+Gyr

Elster Energy ICT

9/21/16

deliver advisory
services and
software solutions
Energy consultants, for sustainable
managing risk,
energy project
optimising
development and
performance etc.
operation
TBC
Private company
producing and
selling sub meters
Stefan
and energy
Grosjean
management
Private - selling a /Hans
system software
product
Delabie
metering solutions
for electricity, gas,
heat/cold and water
for energy
leader in
measurement
integrated energy
solutions for
management
John Harris
utilities.
solutions

ESCO company
providing energy
management
solutions

Sells energy
management
software system.
Elster EnergyICT is
headquartered in Jan
Belgium.
Verplancke

pilot, advise, long
term?

neutral

low

low

http://www.3e.e
u/contact/

founder /press
contact

collaborator, pilot,
advise, living lab,
commercial
upscaling,
competition
unclear

medium
www.smappee.c
- high
medium om,

VP Head
Governmental
Affairs & Public
Relations at
Landis+Gyr

sub metering,
services

unclear

http://www.landi
medium medium sgyr.be/

Marketing and
communications
manager

competition, advise, unclear

http://www.ener
medium medium gyict.com/
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14.

Centre Urbain /
Statswinkel

14.

IEB INTERENVIRONNEMENT
BRUXELLES

14

14.

17.

Mijn Energie

Ville et Fôret

Come on Labels

9/21/16

The association
wants all residents
a non-profit
of the Brussels
association
Capital Region ,to
financed mainly by inquire about a
the Brussels-Capital quality living
Region
environment
TBC

pilot, advise,
connection with
local initiatives and
projects
active participant,
Local umbrella
help us find active
organisation for
participant in each
citizen organisation more topic
commune,
on general urban
specific CSOs and
communicate our
sustainability and neighbourhood
Mme Sophie Chargée de mission project
urban democracy. groups!
Deboucq
(environment)
collaborate….
a user price
comparison
module that offers
an alternative to
information
those of the
provider, link with
regulators of the
energy providers,
electricity and gas Mevr A.
PR and
potential
Online info tool
market
Verbeken
Communications
collaborator
social housing
(echevin
Thielemans is
Benoit
involved)
local authority
Thielemans Président
pilots?
Energy labelling of Energy project in
house hold
which Brussels was
appliances; 2010- involved through Via Centre
2013
the Centre Urbain Urbain
advise
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could be
enthusiastic

lowhttp://www.curb
medium medium ain.be/

could be
enthusiastic

medium/ lowhttp://www.ieb.b
high
medium e/

http://www.mijne
nergie.be/

unclear

low

low

maybe

if yes,
then
High

if yes,
then
High

-

low

http://www.stads
winkel.be

neutral

low
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/ Stadswinkel

17.

17.

17.

18.
14./
20.

MAEPE Project

Relevance for
PARENT is
installation of
Local Intelligent
smart meters, use
Networks and
of sub metering
Energy Active
devices and
Regions; smart grid involvement of
Wim
project
households.
Cardinaels
sharing and
comparing best
practices on how
Energy project in
energy efficiency
which Brussels was
programs are best involved through
promoted to
the Centre Urbain Via Centre
households
/ Stadswinkel
Urbain

SERPENTE Project

Surpassing energy
targets through
efficient public
buildings; 20122014

Legal Counsel Privacy
Commission (BE)

The Commission for
the Protection of
Privacy (CPP),.

Citiwatt

Coop investing in
renewable energy

LINEAR Project

Project Manager
Linear in
EnergyVille

Energy project in
which Brussels was
involved through
the Centre Urbain Via Centre
/ Stadswinkel
Urbain
Valérie
Verbruggen
& Isabelle
Vereecken
Citizen coop, for
buying and using TBC

advise, living lab,
long term
collaboration

low

low

advise

neutral

low

low

http://www.stads
winkel.be

advise

neutral

low

low

http://www.stads
winkel.be

low

https://www.priv
acycommission.b
e/

low

http://www.citiw
att.be/

Advise
TBC

enthusiastic

http://www.ener
gyville.be/projec
t/linear-actievevraagsturing-bijgezinnen

Unclear
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Neutral
neutral

Low
low
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via Energie2030

14.
/20.

14.
/20.

Emissions-zero coop

Coop investing in
renewable energy
projects collaborating with
Energie 2030

Enercoop

Coop investing in
renewable energy
projects

9/21/16

renewable energy.
Links to
Energie2030

Citizen
Cooperative
investing in
renewable energy
in Wallonia and
Brussels..
The cooperative
manages projects
of power
generation. It
pools the
investment
resources to
finance industrial
projects and cost
savings by
centralizing
consumption and
purchases of its
members.

Michaël
DELHAYE &
Joseph
FRANCOIS

Président du
Conseil
d’Administration
EZ, Administration
des coopérateurs,
Communication et
Informatique
/communication
not sure

neutral

low

low

http://www.emis
sions-zero.coop/

Nathalie

Suivi des
coopérateurs

neutral

low

low

http://enercoop.
be/

not sure
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14.
/20.

Energiris coop

20.

Energuide.be

20.

FEBEG Federation of
Belgian Electricity and
Gas Companies vzw

14.

Union of Belgian Cities
and Municipalities

COOP investing in The cooperative
sustainable energy collects capital of
projects. Energiris is the citizens to
a citizen investment invest in large
funds ( VC or
projects in
Administrateur
Venture Capital )
sustainable energy Ismaël Daoud Délégué
information centre
on energy- by
Sibelga a website, a A Sibelga
Iris Fostiez,
magazine and a
Initiative,
Johan Deruyn Communication
newsletter about
information
& Sofie
Department of
energy in Brussels. provision
Brouw
Sibelga
Employer
representatives.
represents
electricity
producers , traders
and suppliers of
electricity and gas
and laboratories in Interest
the electricity and representation/
Marc Van den
gas sectors.
lobby
Bosch
General Manager
Umbrella
organisation for
communes in
Interest
Mark
Belgium
representation
SUYKENS
Federal Secretary

9/21/16

Most projects
currently in
Molenbeek, Jette
and around there…
could be an interest
to add an initiative
in our communes
and collaborate
neutral

low

low

http://energiris.c
oop/

pilot, advise,
promotion of
PARENT,

unclear

lowmedium low

http://www.ener
guide.be/

advise, pilot,
information,
networking

unclear

low

low

https://www.febe
g.be/°

Low

www.uvcbvbsg.be

visibility,
collaboration,
spread
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5.3 Amsterdam
(An excerpt, excluding fields: email, phone, city, and other information. Full maps can be found in excel sheets document
annexed)
Stakeh
older Organisation
Type name

See
Tabl
e1

1.

3.

Ministry of
Economic Affairs

Gemeente
Amsterdam
(Municipality of
Amsterdam)

Organisation
Role &type
what does
the
organisation
do, and
ownership
type

Individual contact Contact Relevance to
Relationships
Name
title
PARENT
advise/pilot
/living lab
where in the supply chain /
participant/
where in governance of /
for interviews,
Pos.
collaborator/ up
what connection to other
and
within
scaling/
actors)
correspondence org.
commercial …

Policy/Governance. Ministry
of Economic Affairs / Dutch
government in general does
encourage the use of smart
meters, thinks it is important
E.g. Stimulate for households to have low
innovation & energy bills, hopes that
national energy services will be developed
policies; public around smart meters.

Municipality of
Amsterdam;
public
Policy/Governance

I Mouthaan, S.
Munnix, M.
Kwakkelstein, S.
Reitsma

Esther Agricola /
for now
represented by Art
vd Giessen

Influence Influence
General position OF player ON player link

willingness or
interest (enthusiastic,
sceptic,
neutral)

Low/
medium
/high

Low/
medium
/high

No active role possibly help with
designing pilot

Potentially
high: e.g.
Neutral: This
on smart
project will not meter
be a priority for rollout, net
the Dutch
metering
government.
abolishme
nt
Low

Governmental
partner

When our
System is
functioning in
Pilot
Collaboration
may start.
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High

Medium

url to
organisation
or private
website of
stakeholder

https://www.rijk
soverheid.nl/on
derwerpen/slim
me-meter
https://www.a
msterdam.nl/w
onenleefomgeving/
duurzaamamsterdam/zon
ne-energie/
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20.

15.

20.

9/21/16

Platform
Amsterdam Smart organization;
City
public/private All

Rick Vermin
To be established
when ENERBYTE
functionality and
planning is
concrete.

Consume and
produce
Pilot Prosumers
energy; private Demand-side
Consume and
produce
energy;
Demonstration
energy
Living Lab
Amsterdam Living possibilities;
Test platform: public-private- Amsterdam
lab V2G
non for profit people partnership
Vehicle 2 Grid

DSO; private
(regulated)

8.

Liander

8.

Netbeheer NL The Association of DSO;
Grid Operators
(regulated)

Distribution

Distribution

L. Vd Pol / T
Voskuilen

Provide contacts of
other parties - can
be important for
dissemination

High:
organization
exists for projects
like this
Medium)

Low

http://amsterda
msmartcity.co
m/about-asc

Pilot participant

Neutral or
unknown;
Depending on
the benefits

High

High

-

High

High

-

Neutral or
unknown;
Living lab
depending on
participant
the benefits
Enthusiastic; in
general Liander
Supply smart
is quite open to
meters, ensure data engage in
collection
projects

General
advise/Collaboratio
n/Pilot
Neutral
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Mediumhigh
important
to involve Medium

https://www.lia
nder.nl/consum
ent/slimme_me
ter

Low

http://www.net
beheernederla
nd.nl/english/

Low
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Central Data
Hub (CDH).
The hub of
energy
information in
Energie Data
the
Services
Netherlands,
7. & 8. Nederland (EDSN) Distribution.

11.

9.

Aggregator
companies, e.g.
check 'NL
noodvermogen
pool'

Various

9/21/16

Market facilitation: exchange
and manage data and
maintain relevant agreed
standards in the energy
market.
.

Energy service
provider
Service provision

Check:
http://nlnvp.nl/Info
rmatie

General
advise/pilot/living
lab/collaboration
Enthusiastic
General
advise/collaborator/
competitor/long
term collaboration
(up scaling) or
Cannot be
commercial partner specified:

Private

To be determined
/ to confirm
sharing contact
info with the
consortium

When the Producer
has also role of
Supplier and/or BRP
it becomes relevant
due to connection
with system users. Neutral

Generation
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Very high High

http://www.eds
n.nl/

Cannot be Cannot be e.g.
specified: specified: http://nlnvp.nl

Low

Low
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10.

9/21/16

Depending on the
supplier of the
system users
participating in the
pilots.

Various

Private

Retail market

20.

Various

Solar panel
producer;
private

To confirm sharing
contact info with
Manufacturing of equipment the consortium

12.

To be
determined/Perha Smart meter
ps the meter is
producer;
supplied via the private

To be determined
/ to confirm
Manufacturing or retailing of sharing contact
equipment
info with the

Enthusiastic:
Suppliers
interested in
giving feedback
to customers.
Use of analytics
is relevant now
to Suppliers.
Sceptic; possibly
loss of turnover.
Possibly, they
would be
In the first phase of interested to see
PARENT the
if selfelectricity supplier is consumption can
not relevant. When be increased.
the community of Opportunity:
Prosumers is using engage with
the system and
green retailers
some achievements like Eneco /
are made this can Green choice /
change.
Qurrent
Medium

Medium

General advise /
Collaborator

Neutral

Medium

Collaborator

Enthusiastic;
opportunity both
to sell smart
meters and for High
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Low

High
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DSO

6.

consortium

Global certification, technical To confirm sharing
assurance and advisory
contact info with
company; private
the consortium

Medium important
for certification
Neutral

Medium

Medium

https://autoritei
tpersoonsgege
vens.nl/nl/zelfdoen/gedragsc
odes/gedragsc
ode-slimmemeters-vanenergieleveran
ciers
https://www.en
ergiekaart.net/
organisatie/dnv
-gl/

Consultancy

Hugo

High project partner Enthusiastic

High

Medium

http://resourcef
ully.nl/

Pep / Stefano

High project partner Enthusiastic

High

High

www.enerbyte.
com

Medium

http://www.uu.
nl/en/research/
copernicusinstitute-ofsustainabledevelopment

National Data
Protection
Autoriteit
Authority;
Persoonsgegevens public
Data Access Policies

18.

DNV GL Consultancy

20.

Resourcefully

Consultancy
Energy
consultant;
private

Enerbyte

Energy consumption
Virtual energy supervision and control/ To
advisor; private integrate with Enerbyte

13.

18.

University;
Utrecht University public

validation
product

Research

To confirm sharing
contact info with
the consortium

Wilfried / Tarek

Ensure protection
pilot participants

Prof./Res
earcher Research partner
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Neutral

Enthusiastic

High

Low

High
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20.

19.

11.

18.

9/21/16

Various

Solar panel
installation
company
private

Various

Role:
Nomination of
energy at
wholesale level Trade/Markets

e.g.,
Independent
ODA (Slimmemete Service
rPortal.nl)
Providers

TNO

Research
institution

Installation services

To confirm sharing
contact info with
the consortium
Various, check:
http://www.tennet
.eu/nl/en/custome
rs/services/system
services/balanceresponsibility/brpregister.html

Energy consumption
supervision and control/ To
integrate with Enerbyte

Research

Commercial partner Various

Unclear
/depends on
stakeholder

Commercial

Koen Kok

Enthusiastic

Senior
Scientist General
Smart
advise/Collaboratio
Grids
n
Neutral
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Low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

https://energya
lert.nl/articles/8
79dd9d0-fe3f11e1-b0b502bfc77fa6c3/
Wat%20is%20e
en%20ODA%2
0%3F

Medium

https://www.tn
o.nl/nl/
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5.4 Barcelona
(An excerpt, excluding fields: email, phone, city, and other information. Full maps can be found in excel sheets document annexed)
Stake
holde
r

Type

Organisation
name

See
Tabl
e1

1.

2.

Organisation Role
&type

Relationships

Individual
contact
Name

What does the
organisation do,
and ownership
type

Where in the supply chain /
where in governance of /
what connection to other
actors)

For
interviews,
and
correspond
ence

Ministerio de
Industria,
Energia y
Turismo /
Secretaria de
Estado de
Energía

National
government
agency
responsible for
a.o Energy

National Authority

TBC

ICAEN. Institut
Català
D'Energia

Public
organisation. The
Catalan Energy
Institute is the
entity of the
Government of
Catalonia.

Catalan National Authority.
Responsible for developing
& implementing energy
policy Catalan, especially of
improving energy efficiency
& saving and the
development of renewable
energy

TBC

Conta
ct title

Pos.
within
org.

TBC

Relevance to
PARENT
Advise/pilot
/living lab
participant/
collaborator/ up
scaling/
commercial …

General
position

Willingness or
interest (enthusiastic,
sceptic,
neutral)

Influenc
e OF
player

Low/
medium
/high

Influenc
e ON
player

Link

Low/
medium
/high

Url to
organisation
or private
website of
stakeholder

advise and
dissemination

sceptic

low

low

http://www.
minetur.gob.
es/energia/e
sES/Paginas/i
ndex.aspx

advise, pilot,
dissemination

enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://icaen.
gencat.cat/e
s/
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3.

5.

9/21/16

Agència energia
de Barcelona
(Barcelona
municipality)

Under the hood
of the Barcelona
Municipality.
Local Barcelona
Energy Agency.
mission is to
boost Barcelona's
position as an
exemplary city in
the treatment of
energy issues and
environmental
impact.

The Consortium of Local
Energy Agency of
Barcelona is composed of
the administrations directly
involved in energy and
environmental
management of its scope:
Barcelona City Council, the
Metropolitan Water
Services and Waste
Treatment and the Catalan
Energy Institute and the
Department of Industry,
Trade and Tourism of the
Generalitat of Catalonia.

Irma
Soldevilla

Comisión
Nacional
Mercado y
Competencia
CNMC

It is a public body
with legal
personality. It is
independent of
government and
is subject to
parliamentary
scrutiny. It
became
operational on
October 7, 2013.

The National Commission
Markets and Competition
(CNMC) is the body that
ensures free competition
and regulates all markets
and productive sectors of
the Spanish economy to
protect consumers. Energy
is one of these sectors.

TBC

Project
Director

collaborator /
long term
collaboration

enthusiastic

high

high

http://www.b
arcelonaener
gia.com/

unclear

sceptic

low

low

http://www.c
nmc.es/
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6.

6.

7.

Agencia
Española de
Protección de
Datos (AGPD)

It is the Spanish
Supervisory
Authority for the
protection of
privacy. It is a
national
independent
authority.

Autoritat
Catalana de
Protecció de
Dades
(APDCAT)

It is the Catalan
Supervisory
Authority for the
protection of
privacy. It is a
national
independent
authority

Red Eléctrica
España (REE)

Red Eléctrica is
the only carrier
and operator
(TSO) of the
Spanish electricity
system

9/21/16

Its role is relevant to
PARENT as Directive
95/46/EC on the protection
of personal data requires
that any processing activity
conducted over personal
data is notified to the
National Data Protection
authority of the Country
Its role is relevant to
PARENT as Directive
95/46/EC on the protection
of personal data requires
that any processing activity
conducted over personal
data is notified to the
National Data Protection
authority of the Country
Ensure the proper
functioning of the Spanish
electricity system and
ensure at all times the
continuity and security of
electricity supply,

No name
but link for
notification
procedure:
https://sed
eagpd.gob.
es/sedeelectronicaweb/

Registration of
PARENT in the
notifications
register

neutral (as
nature of this
body requires)

high .

unclear

http://www.a
gpd.es/porta
lwebAGPD/i
ndex-idesidphp.php

No name
but link for
notification
procedure:
https://seu.
apd.cat/es

TBC

Registration of
PARENT in the
notifications
register

neutral (as
nature of this
body requires)

high

unclear

http://www.a
pd.cat/ca/in
dex.php

TBC

TBC

advise, pilot,
setting
limitations,

not sure

high

low

http://www.r
ee.es/
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8.

9. &
10.

9. &
10.

Endesa
Distribución

Som Energia

GasNaturalFeno
sa

Endesa is the only
large distribution
network operator
for electricity in
Catalonia and so,
in Barcelona. Is
the responsible of
the smart meter
deployment
Is a green energy
cooperative,
supplying renew.
Energy. It also
produces clean
energy through
member crowd
funding
Private, among
the 3 largest
energy suppliers
of gas and
electricity in
Spain. It is the
largest gas
supplier in Spain,
almost 50% of
market share.

9/21/16

Manages and maintains the
local electricity lines that
bring power to the
consumer. Also responsible
for reading meters & for
validating and
administering consumption
data.

TBC

TBC

Major
stakeholder,

It has almost 40.000
customers around Spain,
most of them in Catalonia.
Their customers are
conscious and really
involved a change on the
energy transition.

Marc
Roselló

Communi
cation
Responsi
ble Som
Energia

potential
collaborator,
but also a
competitor if
they have a
tool like VEA

Gas is their main business.
the DSO with 44.000km of
pipelines reaching 5,2
million consumers. Also an
electricity producer (10% of
total.

Link for
notification
procedure:
http://www.
fundaciong
asnaturalfe
nosa.org/c
ontacto/

TBC

Major
stakeholder,
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not sure

enthusiastic

not sure

high

low

high

low

http://www.e
ndesadistrib
ucion.es/es/
Paginas/Ho
me.html

low

https://www.
somenergia.
coop/es/

low

http://www.g
asnaturalfen
osa.es/
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9. &
10.

9. &
10.

9.

Endesa Energía

Private, among
the 3 largest
energy suppliers
in Spain. The
largest electricity
supplier (43%)
and producer in
Spain (32% of
market share)

Iberdrola

Private, placed
among the 3
largest energy
suppliers of both
gas and electricity
in Spain.

Holaluz

private, a supplier
of electricity. Only
renewable
energy.

9/21/16

Under the hood of Endesa.
There is Endesa
Generación: the producer
of electricity, Endesa
Distrbución: one of the
major the DSOI & Endesa
Energía: the electricity
supplier.
Under the hood of
Iberdrola. There is
Iberdrola Generación:
producer of electricity,
Iberdrola Distrbuidora:
one of the major the DSO,
and Iberdrola
Comercializadora:
electricity supplier.
A young company.
Customers are involved to
change the actual energy
model.

No name
but link for
notification
procedure:
http://www.
endesa.co
m/es/Conta
cto

TBC

Major
stakeholder,

not sure

high

low

http://www.e
ndesa.com/

Javier
Cervera

Communi
cation
manager
Iberdrola
España

Major
stakeholder,

not sure

high

low

https://www.
iberdrola.co
m/

Carlota Pi

Cofounder

potential
collaborator

enthusiastic

low

low

https://www.
holaluz.com/
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11.

11.

Enertika

Creara

12.
&
13.

Circutor

13.

DEXMA

Enertika is among
the leading
energy services
companies in
Spain and Latin
America.

consulting
services,
management and
dissemination in
the fields of
energy efficiency,
energy saving
and renewable
energy
Private company
producing and
selling sub meters
and energy
management
system software
Private, energy
management
system software
for non-

9/21/16

Are specialists in services
and solutions on saving,
energy efficiency and
distributed generation.
Promoters of many ESCO
model projects, Financing
through ESCo model,
undertaking the project
investment assuming
operational and financial
risk.

TBC

TBC

general advise

sceptic

low

low

http://www.e
nertika.com/

It works on several fields
related to energy,
performing energy audits,
energy management,
remote metering,
consultancy

TBC

TBC

general advise

sceptic

low

low

http://www.c
reara.es/

neutral

high

medium

www.circutor
.es

neutral

low

low

http://www.d
exmatech.co
m/es/

Private - selling a product
named Wibeee

Ivan
Olivares

Commerc
ial

collaborator,
pilot, advise,
living lab,
commercial
upscaling,
competition

Software as a Service
Solution, with hardware
partners.

Daniel
Utges

Customer
Service
Director

possible
competitor
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9/21/16

residential
consumers

13.

14.

17.

17.

Enerbyte

Energia Justa

Carrega't
D'Energia

Smart-up

Virtual energy
advisor; private
A network of
people and
entities that come
together to
combat energy
poverty on all
fronts. People in
engineering, env.
sciences, social
sciences,
volunteering,
activism.
A project
promoted by the
Barcelona
municipality to
boost the energy
efficiency among
their citizens.
Smartup aims to
promote the use
of smart meters in
5,000 vulnerable

Energy consumption
supervision and control/ To
integrate with Enerbyte

Pep Salas

Cofounde
r

High project
partner

Enthusiastic

High

High

www.enerbyt
e.com

Offer tools to reduce the
amount of the electricity
and gas bills. Orient
personally to all people
with difficulty
understanding and dealing
with bills for gas, electricity
and water; in addition to
detect possible situations
of severe fuel poverty in
households.

No name
but link for
notification
procedure:
http://ener
giajusta.org
/contacto/

TBC

Potential
Collaborator

Enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://energi
ajusta.org/es
/

High

https://ajunt
ament.barcel
ona.cat/auto
suficiencia/c
a/eficiencia

High

http://smartu
pproject.eu/es
/

A service that the
Barcelona municipality
offers for free to citizens, to
reduce the city's
consumption. With
collaboration of other local
public entities.

Elisabet
Gallardo

Around 1,000 meters in
Barcelona city. Project
includes training for
installers, social workers &

Oriol
Gimenez
Agulló

Project
Manager

High project
partner

Project
Manager

Potential
collaborator/g
eneral advise
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Enthusiastic

Enthusiastic

High

High
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households in five
EU countries.

18.

Universitat
Politècnica de
Catalunya -UPC

18.

CDTI- Centro
Desarrollo
Tecnológico
Industrial /
Centre for the
Development of
Industrial
Technology

Technical public
university of
Catalonia
A public
corporation under
the Ministry of
Economy and
Competitiveness,
which promotes
innovation and
technological
development of
Spanish
companies.

9/21/16

others in contact with
vulnerable consumers.

Research

Cesar
Valderrama

Prof./Rese
archer

Potential
collaborator

neutral

low

low

http://www.u
pc.edu/

It is the organization that
channels funding
applications and support
for the R + D + i of Spanish
companies in the national
and international levels.

TBC

TBC

Financial
support

enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://www.c
dti.es/
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18.

18.

18.

Cluster
Eficiencia
Energética
Catalunya / The
Energy
Efficiency
Cluster of
Catalonia
(CEEC)

KIC InnoEnergy

IREC. Institut
Recerca Energia
Catalunya

An entity, of
collaboration
between
companies &
associates from
technology,
research,
institutional,
regulatory,
industrial, &
business
information, to
promote energy
efficiency.
Pubic-Private
organisation,
funded by the EU
to promote
education and
businesses
Applied Research
aimed at
generating
knowledge within
groups of the
Institute, & on
Technology
Research collaboration with
Industry to create

9/21/16

A non-profit business
association that brings
together companies that
activities within their offers,
promotions or develop
products or services related
to energy efficiency in the
following sectors:
buildings, mobility, utilities,
industry and training.

general
adviser /
promotion

Albert Mitjà

President

Many partners, both
academic and professional.
It promotes the R&D and
entrepreneurship in the
energy field.

Judith
Cruxent

Business
Creation
Manager

Potential
collaborator

neutral

IREC. IREC collaborates
with the Government,
Universities and Industry,
and this is reflected in the
structure of its Board of
Trustees.

Joan
Ramon
Morante

Executive
Director

advise and
dissemination

neutral
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neutral

low

http://www.c
lustereficienc
ia.cat/

low

low

http://www.k
icinnoenergy.c
om/

low

low

http://www.ir
ec.cat/

low
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9/21/16

technical
solutions

18.

IDAE. Instituto
para
Diversificación y
Ahorro Energia

Public institution
under the Ministry
of Industry,
Energy and
Tourism agency,
through the
Ministry of
Energy, which
oversees
organically.

Contribute to achieving the
objectives of improving
energy efficiency,
renewable energy and
other low carbon
technologies is the
strategic framework of its
activity.

20.

OCUOrganización de
Consumidores y
Usuarios

The Organization
of Consumers and
Users is an
independent,
non-profit
organization

Their action is aimed at the
constant improvement of
the living conditions of
consumers and users.

No name
but link for
notification
procedure:
http://www.
idae.es/ind
ex.php/relc
ategoria./m
od.global/
mem.formE
nvioInfo

Ileana
Izvernicean
u

Institution
al
Relations
and
Communi
cation

advise and
dissemination

neutral

low

low

www.idae.es

general
adviser /
promotion

neutral

low

low

http://www.o
cu.org/
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20.

20.

La fàbrica del
Sol

Ecoserveis

A facility for env.
education
promoted by the
Ecology, Urban
planning and
Mobility
department of
Barcelona City
Council.
Transmit the
instruments for
individuals and
organizations
strengthen their
knowledge of
energy and to
guarantee access
for everyone at a
fair price.

9/21/16

La Fàbrica del Sol is an
active space for
exchanging ideas to
advance along the path of
sustainability..

Through workshops, talks,
interventions, renewable
energies, energy efficiency,
assessing citizens, fight
against energy poverty,
dissemination and training

Montserrat
Mateu

Project
coordinat
or

Potential
collaborator/g
eneral advise

Oriol
Gimenez
Agulló

Project
Manager

Potential
collaborator/g
eneral advise
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Enthusiastic

Enthusiastic

High

High

High

http://ajunta
ment.barcelo
na.cat/lafabri
cadelsol/ca

High

http://smartu
pproject.eu/es
/
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5.5 EU
(An excerpt, excluding fields: email, phone, city, and other information. Full maps can be found in excel sheets document
annexed)
Stake
holder
Type

Organisation
name

See
Table
1

2.

CoR & Kirklees
county (green
party)

2.

European
Commission

2.

European
Commission

Organisation Role
&type

Relationships

Individual
contact
Name

what does the
organisation do,
and ownership type

where in the supply
chain / where in
governance of / what
connection to other
actors)

for
interviews,
and
correspond
ence

DG Energy

making programmes
without national
governments legal
frames.
Policy level,
governmental/academic
input, supranational

DG Energy

Policy level,
governmental/academic
input, supranational

regional (EU)
organisation and
local authority-

Contact title

Andrew V.
COOPER

Pos. within
org.
Committee
of the
Regions
/ Kirklees
County
Council
UK

Marie
DONNELLY

Director DG Energy

KlausDieter
BORCHAR
DT

Dir. Internal
Energy
Market, DG
Energy

Relevance to
PARENT
advise/pilot
/living lab
participant/
collaborator/ up
scaling/
commercial …

EUSEW2016 Speaker: local
leadership in
energy
transition
Involved in
smart cities &
energy projects
living lab
participant,
advice,
contacts, and
smart grid
expert!
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General
position

Influenc
e OF
player

Influenc
e ON
player

link

url to
organisation
or private
website of
stakeholder

willingness or
interest (enthusiastic,
sceptic,
neutral)

Low/
medium
/high

Low/
medium
/high

Unclear

Low

low

depends

medium

lowmedium

Not clear

as
above

as
above

www.kirklees.
gov.uk
https://ec.eur
opa.eu/energ
y

MAPPING THE STAKEHOLDERS

2.

European
commission EASME

2.

European
Commission Smart Grids
European
Economic and
Social
Committee

2.

European
Economic and
Social
Committee:

2.

2.

European
Economic and
Social
Committee:

Executive Agency
for SME

9/21/16

policy related, funding,
networking. - set-up by
the EC to manage on its
behalf several EU
programmes

Group I Employers

Policy level,
governmental/academic
input, supranational
Transport, Energy,
Infrastructure and
Information Society. In
EESC
Member
REX, CCMI, INT Vicepresident, Employers of
Poland & Rapporteur of
study group
prosumers...

Section for
transport, energy,
infrastructure
and the information
society

Study Group on
Prosumer Energy and
Prosumer Power
cooperatives:
opportunities and
challenges in the EU
countries

DG Energy

Vincent
BERRUTTO

Manuel
Sánchez
Jiménez

Toni
VIDAN

Head of Unit
European
Commission,
EASME
Team Leader
Smart Grids,
DG ENER,
European
Commission
Vice president of
TEN section,
EESC

Janusz
Pietkiewicz

Toni Vidan

EUSEW 2016
speaker
living lab
participant,
advice,
contacts, smart
grid expert!
involved in
projects and
sustainable
cities

as above
member
TEN, NAT.
Head of the
Green Action
energy
programme.
President of
study group

collaborator,
provide
expertise on
European cities
and prosumers,
knowledge
exchange
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unclear, have
experiences

medium

low
http://ec.euro
pa.eu/energy/
gas_electricity
/smartgrids/ta
skforce_en.ht
m

Not clear

low

low

neutral

low

low

as
above

as
above

www.eesc.eu
ropa.eu
http://memb
erspage.eesc
.europa.eu/S
earch/Details
/Person/2027
505

low

http://memb
erspage.eesc
.europa.eu/S
earch/Details
/Person/2030
494

as above
They should
be happy
about Parent
and have
interest in
collaboration
since there is
an overlap in
goals

low
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2.

2.

3.

3.

European
Parliament
ITRE
committee

9/21/16

governmental/academic
input, supranational

Mr Jerzy
Buzek

President of
the
European
Parliament's
ITRE
Committee

EIP Smart
Cities

The EIP on Smart
Cities and
Communities (EIPSCC) brings
together cities,
industry and
citizens to improve
urban life through
more sustainable
integrated
solutions

This includes applied
innovation, better
planning, a more
participatory approach,
higher energy efficiency,
better transport
solutions, intelligent use
of Information and
Communication
Technologies (ICT), etc.

TBC

Delft City

local authority,
green sustainability
committee

sustainable city
projects- with smart
meters

Stephan
BRANDLIG
HT

Deputy
Mayor, Delft,
the
Netherlands

Hasselt city

local authority,
green sustainability
committee

JOOST
VENKEN

Deputy
Mayor of
Hasselt

sustainable city projects

general advise,
providing
contacts

pilot,
collaboration,
upscaling,
promotion,
networking
EUSEW2016 Speaker: local
leadership in
energy
transition
EUSEW2016 Speaker: local
leadership in
energy
transition
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neutral

unclear

low

low

low

http://www.e
uroparl.europ
a.eu/committ
ees/en/itre/h
ome.html

low

http://ec.eur
opa.eu/eip/s
martcities/

http://www.d
elft.nl/

doing rather
than talking

low

low

interested in
action

lowmedium

low
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9/21/16

Covenant of
Mayors
European
network of
transmission
system
operators for
electricity
ENTSO- E

the Covenant of
Mayors for Climate
& Energy brings
together thousands
of local and
regional authorities
voluntarily
committed to
implementing EU
climate and energy
objectives on their
territory
represents 42
electricity
transmission
system operators
(TSOs) from 35
countries across
Europe.

14.

REScoop.eu

Citizen group
promoting the
production of
renewable energy
and cooperatives

a network of 1,240
REScoops.. advisory,
citizen rights protection,
lobby and information
provision

14.

REScoop.eu

As above

As above

4.

7.

A Sustainable Energy
Action Plan (SEAP) is the
key document in which
the Covenant signatory
outlines how it intends
to reach its CO2
reduction target by
2020.

the meeting place for
the various players to
interact on the market
place.

TBC

pilot,
collaboration,
upscaling,
promotion,
networking

Pascale
Fonck

Chair market
committee /
Elia System
Operator,
Belgium

They set
European
Standards! High
level advise national
contacts,

not clear

President

long term
collaboration,
advise, contacts,
living lab
participants,

As above

Dirk
Vanintsjan
Daan
Creupeland
t
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low

http://www.c
ovenantofma
yors.eu/

medium

low

www.entsoe.
eu

if we address
prosumers,
We assume
high
willingness to
collaborate,

lowmedium

low medium

https://resco
op.eu

As above

As
above

As
above

As above

unclear

low
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14. &
20.

14. &
20.

14. &
20.

14. &
20.

European
Federation of
Agencies and
Regions for
Energy and
the
Environment

CEDEC

interest rep. for
regions for
environmental
responsibility,
sharing of best
practices, projects,
lobby
represents the
interests of
European local
authorities and
their associations in
more than 40
countries.
CEDEC is the
European
federation of the
local and regional
energy companies

EDSO European
Distribution
System
Operators'
Association
for Smart
Grids

Gathers leading
European DSOs for
electricity,
cooperating to
bring smart grids to
reality in EU.
Focused on
guiding EU RD&D,
policy and member
state regulation

The Council of
European
Municipalities
and Regions

9/21/16

created on 6th June
1990 by 6 regional
authorities – RhôneAlpes, Provence-AlpesCôte-d’Azur, Wallonie,
País Vasco, Aquitaine
and Nord-Pas-de-Calais.
Umbrella organisation
for local authorities at
EU level Promotes
citizenship and
exchange between
elected representatives
Active in every part of
the electricity & gas
value chain (generation,
grids, metering, supply).
EDSO is the keyinterface between
Europe’s DSOs and the
European institutions,
promoting the
development and largescale testing of smart
grid models and
technologies, new
market designs and
regulation.

Dr. Julije
DOMAC

President

visibility, spread,
networking

Olivier
Baumard

Support
Officer –
Statutory
Affairs

Gert DE
BLOCK

Secretary
General
CEDEC

visibility,
contacts,
Since 1992
working in the
energy sector,
both on Belgian
and EU level.

Ms. Ana
Aguado

Secretary
General of
EDSO

advise,
expertise,
networking,
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unclear

low

low

http://www.f
edarene.org/

unclear

low

low

http://www.c
cre.org/

unclear, have
experiences

lowmedium

low

http://www.c
edec.com/

low

http://www.e
dsoforsmartg
rids.eu/

medium
-high
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EEB is the largest
federation of
environmental
citizens’
organisations in
Europe.

14. &
20.

EEB European
Environmental
Bureau

14. &
20.

BEUC - The
European
Consumer
Organisation

consumer policy
lobby group

14. &
20.

EURELECTRIC
- The Union of
the Electricity
Industry -

the sector
association which
represents the
common interests
of the electricity
industry at panEuropean level,

14. &
20.

EURELECTRIC

As above

Tecnalia

Project: fosterREG urban areas
sustainable energy.

17.

9/21/16

Closely coordinates EUoriented activities with
EEB Members at
national level around
Europe. Environmental
lobby

advisory, citizen rights
protection
EURELECTRIC's mission
is to contribute to the
development and
competitiveness of the
electricity industry, to
provide representation
for the industry and to
promote the role of a
low-carbon electricity
mix
As above
How urban planning
can foster uptake of
sustainable energy Identifying and
analysing barriers for
Energy Efficiency

Pieter de
Pous

EU Policy
Director

advise,
expertise,
networking,

Jörg
Mühlenhoff

Project
Coordinator
on
Renewable
Energy

living lab
participant,
advise

Sébastien
DOLIGÉ

Advisor
Markets/Reta
il Unit

living lab
participant,
advise, contacts,
market experts

Koen
NOYENS

Advisor DSO
Unit

As above

Patricia
MOLINA
COSTA

Lead
Researcher

potential
interest
neutral as an
umbrella
group, but
their members
might have an
interest

medium

low

low medium

http://www.e
eb.org/

low

http://www.b
euc.eu/energ
y

http://www.e
urelectric.org
/

not clear

lowmedium

low

As above

As
above

As
above

http://www.f
osterreg.eu/
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measures

17.

17.

Town &
Country
Planning
Association UK

DOF Project

17.

EU smart
Cities

17.

EU smart
Cities

2 projects on urban
energy planningpeer to peer
working.
Sustainable action
plans, good
practices

EU project

Eurocities & Citizen
Focus Action Area
EU smart cities
Barcelona City
Council & Citizen
Focus Action Area
EU smart cities

1 institutionalizing
SEAPS (sustainable
energy action plans). 2Special: spatial planning
and energy for
communities in all
landscapes

Diane
SMITH

Head of
European
Affairs

research project

Jose
Manuel
Hernandez

Project
Coordinator

citizen focus: Market
Place of the European
Innovation Partnership
on Smart Cities and
Communities

Dorthe
Nielsen

As above

Maria
GalindoDelgado

advise,
expertise,
networking,
collaborator,
information
exchange,
potential
sharing of
experiences

Dorthe works
for Eurocities
but is involved
in this project
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unclear, have
experiences

medium

low

enthusiastic hopefully?!

possible
rather
high

possibly
medium
/high

unclear

low

low medium

as above

as
above

as
above

http://www.tc
pa.org.uk/pa
ges/tcpastaff.html

dofproject.eu
http://www.e
rrin.eu/sites/
default/files/
publication/
media/SCC%
20Market%2
0Place.pdf
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EU Smart
Cities

HERE, a Nokia
Business, where we
make enterprise
grade mapping
and location
products.
The "Smart Cities"
project is a follow
up on EESC owninitiative opinion on
Smart cities as a
driver of a new
European industrial
policy.

17.

Smart Venice
srl,

SME, involved in
European projects
and sustainable
cities

18. &
20.

IEA
Renewable
Energy
Technology
Deployment
(IEA-RETD)

The IEA-RETD’s
mandate is to
address crosscutting issues that
influence the
deployment of
renewable energy

17.

17.

EU smart cities
(& HERE)

9/21/16

involved in European
projects for smart cities.
Contact serves as Chair
of the Citizen Focus
Action Area.
The project aims to
allow us to engage with
local administrations
and the public on
important economic and
social issues that affect
urban communities
across Europe.
At EUSEW consumer
panel - citizen centric
approaches to smart
cities. Chair of EIP SCC
Citizen Focus Action
Cluster
intergovernmental
cooperation, policy
development and policy
advise (Canada,
Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland,
Japan, Norway, and
United Kingdom)

Ashley
Metz

Chair of
Citizen Focus
/ Strategy &
Planning
Manager

citizen
engagement,
European
initiative,

unclear

low

low

https://eusmartcities.e
u/

http://www.e
esc.europa.e
u/?i=portal.e
n.smart-cities

information
sharing

unclear

medium

low

Maria
sangiuliano

CEO and Cofounder of
Smart Venice
srl, Italy

involved in
citizen centric
approaches

could be
interested

low

low

David de
Jager

Operating
Agent RETD
/ Director
Stichting
Foundation
Renewable
Energy

technology
advice, living
lab member?
Promotion of
policy or tools

TBC
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not clear

low

low

http://iearetd.org/
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20.

20.

20.
20.

APERe -

L’Association pour
la Promotion des
Energies
Renouvelables
(APERe asbl)

Energy Cities

European
Association of local
authorities in
energy transition.
From 2013 to 2015,

BOUYGUES
Europe
CEER Council
of European
Energy
Regulators

French industrial
group, operates in
two main sectors:
Construction and
Colas (roads)
Public

9/21/16

Belgian independent
association that works
for the development of
renewable energy in a
context of rational
energy use.
Energy Cities is under
the Presidency of the
City of Heidelberg (DE).
The association created
in 1990 represents over
1,000 towns & cities.
VILLE de Forest Belgium
is a member

Bouygues Europe is a
subsidiary of Bouygues
SA based in Brussels. It
represents and defends
the Group’s interests
within the European
institutions.
Gathers the official
National Energy
Regulatory Authorities
(NRAs)

Bruno
CLAESSEN
S

Eckart
Wurzner

Paul
CARTUYVE
LS
Katerina
Kokesova

Project
Manager
APERe

Mayor of
Heidelberg/
president of
energy cities
Director of
European
affairs,
Bouygues
Europe &
Chair of EIP
SCC Built
Environment
Action
Cluster
High-level
Administrato
r
for
Distribution
Systems

collaboration,
experience,
advise

visibility, advise,

Projects with EIP
SCC
general
advise/long
term
collaboration
(upscaling)
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lowmedium

unclear

unclear, have
experiences
neutral

low

low
high

low

http://www.a
pere.org/

low

http://www.e
nergycities.eu/

low
low

http://www.b
ouygueseurope.com/
en/who-arewe/the-team/
http://www.c
eer.eu/portal
/page/portal/
EER_HOME/
EER_ABOUT/
CONTACT
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20.

Euro Cities

20.
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Umbrella organisation
large European cities

Silvia
Ganzerla -

Policy
director

Euro Cities

EUROCITIES is the
network of major
European cities.
Our members are
the elected local
and municipal
governments of
major European
cities.
as above

as above

20.

Euro Cities

as above

as above

Nicola
Vatthauer
Sinead
Mullins

20.

Euro Cities

as above

as above

Communicati
ons director
Senior
communicati
ons
coordinator
Projects and
knowledge
sharing
director

17.
17.

EcoGrid EU
project
GRID4EU
project

An EU project
2011-2015 on large
scale smart grids
on Danish island of
Bornholm
Demonstration of
advanced smart

A real time market
concept providing
economic incentives to
flexibility in electricity
consumption
A consortium of 6
European DSOs

Nathalie
Guri

Ove
Grande
Rémy
Garaude

project
coordinator/
Sintef Energy
Research
project
coordinator/

General advise:
they may put us
into contact with
local
organisations in
Belgium or with
other
communities in
the EU.
as above

It depends.

medium

medium

as above

as above

as above

as
above
as
above

as
above
as
above

as above

as above

as
above

as
above

could be
enthusiastic

lowmedium

low medium

neutral

low

low

Project that has
worked with Elia
and other TSOs,
can provide
advise,
knowhow and
potential
collaboration
with Bergen
advise, technical
know how,
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http://www.e
urocities.eu/

as above

as above

http://www.e
uecogrid.net/
http://www.g
rid4eu.eu/
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grid solutions

5

5

5

CEN European
Committee for
Standardisatio
n
CENELEC the European
Committee for
Electrotechnic
al
Standardizatio
n
ETSI, the
European
Telecommunic
ations
Standards
Institute

an association that
brings together the
National
Standardization
Bodies of 33
European
countries.
responsible for
standardization in
the electro
technical
engineering field.
CENELEC prepares
voluntary
standards,
produces globallyapplicable
standards for
Information and
Communications
Technologies (ICT)

9/21/16

including Spain

Verdier

ERDF

DSO,
networking

CEN is one of three
European
Standardization
Organizations contributing to setting
standards for smart
meters and smart grids
(protocols for exchange
of info)

TBC

TBC

advise, input,
pilot

EU mandate requests
the 3 ESOs to produce
a European standard for
communications.

TBC

TBC

advise, input,
pilot

EU mandate requests
the 3 ESOs to produce
a European standard for
communications.

TBC

TBC

advise, input,
pilot
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neutral

medium
-high

low

https://www.
cen.eu

neutral

medium
-high

low

http://www.c
encenelec.eu
/

neutral

medium
-high

low

http://www.e
tsi.org/
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17.

17.

17.

17.

European
Energy Award

H2020 Project on
smart and inclusive
solutions for cities
H2020 Project
under the
CONCERTO
initiative and Smart
Cities calls. It
collects and
analyses data from
European smart
cities projects
supports
municipalities
willing to
contribute to
sustainable energy
policy and urban
development

TRIBE

H2020 project that
will develop a
social game to
enhance energy
efficiency habits

Smarter
Together

The Smart
Cities
Information
System (SCIS)

9/21/16

knowledge transfer
about setting up of
smart city business
models and user-centric
innovation in order to
contribute to positive
societal dynamics."

Brings together experts
to exchange data,
experience and knowhow and to collaborate
on the creation of smart
cities
Over 1300
municipalities
participating. The
European Energy Award
is based on a process
of continuous
improvement
Starting in 2016 objective is to
contribute to a citizen´s
behaviour change
towards energy
efficiency in public
buildings, through their

Maxime
Valentin

TBC

Project
Coordinator
/SPL Lyon
Confluence

advise
networking,
promotion,
collaboration

TBC

advise
networking,
promotion,
collaboration

neutral

neutral

lowmedium

medium

lowmedium

http://smarte
rtogether.eu/

medium

http://smartci
tiesinfosystem.e
u/

Cornelia
Brandes

European
Coordination

support for
municipalities,

neutral

low

low

http://www.e
uropeanenergyaward.org/ho
me/

Eduardo
Cembrano

Project
Coordinator/
CIRCE
Foundation

similar goals
and methods of
PARENT- great
learning sharing
opportunities

possibly
enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://tribeh2020.eu/
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engagement in the
experience of playing a
social game

17.

17.

CITY keys

Orbeet

H2020 project:
Rotterdam,
Tampere, Vienna,
Zagreb and
Zaragoza and
EUROCITIES rs
H2020 project
proposing an ICTbased framework
to induce
behaviour change
toward energy
efficiency by
transforming
energy
measurements into
personalized
feedback delivered
through engaging

to develop and validate,
with the aid of cities,
key performance
indicators and data
collection procedures
for the common and
transparent monitoring
as well as the
comparability of smart
city solutions across
European cities
OrbEEt project aims to
introduce an innovative
solution to facilitate
public and social
engagement to action
for energy efficiency by
providing real-time
assessments of the
energy impact and
energy-related
organisational
behaviour.

Airaksinen
Miimu

Mr. Jon
Martínez

Project
coordinator/
VTT Technical
Research
Centre of
Finland

shared learning
opportunities

possibly
enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://www.ci
tykeysproject.eu/

Project
Coordinator/
Solintel

similar goals
and methods of
PARENT- great
learning sharing
opportunities

neutral

low

low

http://orbeet.
eu/
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user interfaces.

17.

Green Play

H20 20project
focusing on raising
awareness among
citizens through the
implementation of
a real time
monitoring energy
consumption
platform and the
development of a
serious game..

objective of the
GreenPlay project is to
raise awareness among
citizens through the
implementation of a real
time monitoring energy
consumption platform
and the development of
a serious game.

Jeremy
Legardeur

Project
coordinator
/ESTIA)

similar goals
and methods of
PARENT- great
learning sharing
opportunities
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possibly
enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://www.g
reenplayproject.eu/
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17.
Releva
nt
project
(R&D/
H2020
/ EU)

17.

17.

9/21/16

Entropy

H2020 focus is
given on the
collection of
energy-related
information from
heterogeneous
data sources, and
services,
applications and
serious games to
end users for
stimulating their
interest for energy
efficient activities,

EnerGAware

H2020 project
providing an
innovative IT
ecosystem in which
users can play to
learn about the
potential energy
savings

project aims to design
and deploy an
innovative IT ecosystem
targeting at improving
energy efficiency
through consumers
understanding,
engagement and
behavioural changes
project will develop and
test, in 100 affordable
homes, a serious game
that will be linked to the
actual energy
consumption (smart
meter data) of the game
user’s home and
embedded in social
media and networking
tools

TRIME

TRIME is a panEuropean project
helping social
housing customers
reduce their energy

runs in 5 countries (UK,
France, Spain, the
Netherlands and
Belgium) for 3 years
(2014-2017).

similar goals
and methods of
PARENT- great
learning sharing
opportunities

possibly
enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://entrop
y-project.eu

project
management
/ Universitat
Politècnica
de Catalunya

similar goals
and methods of
PARENT- great
learning sharing
opportunities

possibly
enthusiastic

medium

medium

http://energa
ware.eu/

Circle
housing

overlaps with
PARENTpartners in
Belgiumpossibilities for

possibly
enthusiastic

medium

http://www.tr
ime-eu.org/

Antonio
Skarmeta

Miquel
Casals

Kerry
Young
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medium
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use
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collaboration. have installed
sub meters
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6 Conclusion
This document analyses the preliminary information available on the electricity production
and consumption supply chain. It gives an overview of the different systems, supply chains
and key players in each of the PARENT city, as well as at a EU level. It also provides a very
practical list of actors that are of potential relevance to the PARENT project for other
deliverables, in particular the pilots and living labs.
As can be seen, each city is quite specific and has different players, different stakeholders
and different levels of public/private relationships within the supply chain. With regards to
smart meter roll out, there is a significant different between the cities which is a key
element in the design and implementation of the project. This is something we will keep in
mind and work with when planning the pilots and living labs in order to ensure usability and
usefulness of the VEA in each city.
Since this document is being delivered at the beginning of the project, and due to its
practical nature, section 5: The stakeholder map will be a living document that will continue
to grow and evolve throughout the project lifespan. In this document the stakeholder map
contains limited information. The annexed Excel sheet provides more detailed content
information. In compliance with privacy rules, and at the request of certain actors, personal
data is at times removed from Public Deliverables and kept only on local drives of relevant
partner organisations.
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